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In the Matter of the Application of Kansas City ) 
Power & Ught Company for approval of its ) 
acquisition of all classes of the capital stock ) 
of Kansas Gas and Electric, to merge with Kansas ) 
Gas and Electric, to incur debt obligations, and ) 
to transfer Kansas Gas and Electrlc's retail 1 
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franchises. ) 

In the Matter of the Joint Application of the ) 
Kansas Power and light Company, KCA ) 
Corporation, and Kansas Gas and Electric ) 
Company for approval of the acquisition of all ) 
classes of the capital stock of Kansas Gas and ) 
Electric Company into KCA Corporation, to ) 
incur debt obligations, and to transfer Kansas ) 
Gas and Electric Company's retail electric ) 
service authority and municipal franchises. ) 

ORDER 

Consolidated 
Docket Nos. 
172;745.,.U1>. 

174,155-U 

NOW, the above-captioned consolidated matters come before the State Corporation 

Commission of the State of Kansas (Commission) for consideration and determination on the 

joint application of the Kansas Power and Ught Company (KPL) and the Kansas Gas and Electric 

Company (KGE), (together referred to as Applicants) for approval of their proposed merger. 

Having considered the evidence and testimony, the files and records, and being fully. advised .In 

the premises. the Commission's findings and conclusions are set forth below. 

I. INIBQDUCJIQN 

The proposed merger between KPL and KGE is the most significant decision to come 

before the Commission since the Wolf Creek rate cases. In this order, the Commission finds It 

can not accept the merger as proposed by Applicants because the concerns raised by Commission 

staff (staff) and the intervenors can not be overlooked. However, the merger, as approved by 
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the Commission subject to conditions, presents the Commission with a unique opportunity to 

place Kansas utilities in a position to take advantage of the power resources available in the 

state of Kansas for the coming decade and to utilize those resources to be a significant player in 

the regional power market. 

The Commission believes that ratepayers will reap the benefits of synergies that result 

from the overlapping service territories of these two utilities. The Commission, with the 

conditions it Imposes In this order, restructures the transaction to minimize those risks for the 

ratepayers and to the extent that risks exist, properly places them upon the shareholders, who 

authorized their managements to undertake this venture. Although the Commission's primary 

responsibility is to protect the ratepayers, the Commission believes that the merger also 

provides shareholders with the opportunity to realize benefits. The Commission thus Issues the 

merged KPLJKGE company a challenge. The merged company will have to be aggressive In 

cutting costs and generating revenues through off-system sales. However, If they meet this 

challenge, as the Commission Is convinced they are prepared to do, they have the opportunity to 

experience growth that the stand-alone entities would not have had the ability to achieve. 

Although all parties In the proceeding have issues upon which they wish they could have 

prevailed, the Commission believes Its approval of the merger, subject to conditions, balances 

the variety of interests and promotes the public interest. The concerns expressed at the hearing 

by staff and the lnterveners concerning the acquisition premium (hereinafter referred to as 

·AP-) were persuasive. As a result, the Commission imposes conditions to limit recovery of the 

AP to an amount that reflects the realistic level of savings that the Commission believes can be 

achieved by the merged company. The Commission believes that the best thing to come out of 

this transaction for ratepayers Is rate stability for all KPL and KGE customers. This is 

particularly true for KGE customers, who have endured electric rates that are among the 
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highest In the state. Under conditions Imposed by the Commission, retail customers will be able 

to receive rate refunds. 

The utility trade Journals suggest that during the 1990s, utilities that have capacity to 

sell will be the ·haves" and those that are forced to build new plants or purchase power will be 

the •have nots: The Commission believes this combination will place the combined KPLJKGE In 

a position to be a strong regional and national player in the energy market. This should benefit 

the ratepayers and the Kansas economy overall. The propost?d merger, as conditioned, promotes 

the public interest. 

II. PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

A. KCPL ·s HOSnLE TENDER OFFER 

On July 23, 1990, Kansas City Power & Light Company (KCPL) announced a tender 

offer to purchase all outstanding common shares of Kansas Gas and Electric (KGE) and made 

application to the Kansas Corporation Commission (Commission or KCC) for approval of such 

acquisition. KCPL would have been the surviving entity after the merger, with KGE's operations 

constituting a separate operating division of KCPL with its operations headquartered In Wichita. 

The terms of the proposed tender offer and merger were set forth in KCPL's application and 

KCPL sought the following Commission action: 

(1) authorization and approval of the stock acquisition pursuant to K.S.A. 66-127; 

(2) authorization to Incur debt obligations pursuant to K.S.A. 66-125; 

(3) authorization and approval of the contemplated merger pursuant to the general 

regulatory authority conferred on the Commission by K.S.A. 66-101: 

(4) approval pursuant to K.S.A. 66-136 and 66·1,170 ~ •• of the transfer of 

franchises granted to KGE by the municipalities in which It now provides electric service and 
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the authority previously. granted by this Commission to KGE to provide retail· electric. service In ·.· 

KGE's service territory; and 

(5) a declaration that the Kansas Holding Company Act, K.S.A. 66-1,401 m...u:g., does not 

apply to KCPL's acquisition of KGE stock. 

On July 23, 1990, KCPL also filed a motion seeking an order waiving an evldentlary 

hearing In the matter and granting expedited approval of its application. 

Since that time, the following parties filed motions !c !ntervene, which were granted by 

the Commission: Citizens' Utility Ratepayers Board, July 25, 1990 (CURB); Sunflower 

Electric Power Corporation, August 8, 1990 (Sunflower); Kansas Power and Light Company, 

August 14, 1990 (KPL); KGE, August 16, 1990; Kansas Electric Cooperatives, Inc., August 17, 

1990 (KEC); Centel Corporation, August 17, 1990 (Centel); Vulcan Materials Company, 

August 17, 1990 (Vulcan): Farmland Industries, August 21, 1990 (Farmland); UtillCorp 

United, Inc., August 21, 1990 (UtlliCorp); Kansas Electric Power Cooperative, August 22, 

1990 (KEPCo): Texaco Refining, August 24, 1990 (Texaco); City of Wichita, September 5, 

1990; Beech Aircraft Corporation, Boeing Commercial Airplane Group--Wichlta Division, 

Cargill, Inc., Lafarge Corporation, Total Petroleum, Inc •• and the Coleman Co .• August 24, 1990 

(Industrial Consumers); Wichita/Sedgwick County Partnership for Growth, Inc., September 

28, 1990; and the Wichita Board of Education U.S.O. #259, October 25, 1990. On August 7, 

1990, the Commission Issued an order and found that It had jurisdiction over the application. to 

acquire KGE and a motion to waive evidentiary hearing filed separately by KCPL on July 23, 

1990, pursuant to K.S.A. 66-104. Thus, the Commission found that it had jurisdiction over the 

mere offer to merge. 

On August 16, 1990, KGE filed a motion to reject KCPL's application, or, in the 

alternative, deny KCPL's motion for expedited hearing and order. In support of Its motion, KGE 

stated that KCPL's application should be rejected on four separate grounds. First, KGE stated 
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that the tender offer was unlawful under the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 

(PUHCA); that KGE·s Board of Directors had not consented to the filing of KCPL's application or 

the acquisition of KGE's facilities, and on public policy grounds the Commission is prohibited 

from facilitating a hostile takeover by approving KCPL's application; that the proposed stock 

tender offer was subject to a number of conditions which would have rendered KCPL·s 

application subject to substantial revision; and that as a result of KCPL's offer, other companies 

may seek to acquire KGE during the pendency or tt<? offer. KGE further stated that if the 

Commission were to proceed with the merits of KCPL's application, KCPL's motion for expedited 

hearing and order should be denied due to the complexity, magnitude, and novelty of the offer. 

KGE suggested the Commission delay taking action on KCPL's application until the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (FERC) had acted on the application. 

On August 23, 1990, KCPL responded to KGE's motion, and stated that KGE Incorrectly 

interpreted the requirements of PUHCA when they claimed that PUHCA would have required 

KCPL to get Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) approval prior to purchasing KGE stock. 

KCPL also rejected KGE's contention that public policy considerations prevented the Commission 

from approving the application because to do so would facilitate a hostile takeover. KCPL argued 

that If the Commission had no authority to approve the application, then KCPL need not obtain 

the Commission's approval before going forward with the proposed merger. KCPL stated that the 

Commission should not postpone acting on the application until aii of the other purchase 

conditions are met because such a delay could Influence the tender offer process In a negative 

way. 

On August 20, 1990, KGE filed a motion to assess all intervenors· costs incurred as a 

result of KCPL's application, against KCPL KCPL responded on August 24, 1990, and requested 

the Commission to deny KGE's motion, stating to grant such a motion would be unprecedented and 

inequitable. KCPL stated there was no legal basis for such a request in Kansas. 
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On August 24, 1990, the Commission held a scheduling conference and denied KGE's 

motion to assess lntervenors' costs to the Applicants, and directed all parties to submit a 

proposed list of Issues by August 29, 1990. The scheduling conference was found to be 

necessary to discuss a procedural schedule and those Issues which may arise as a result of 

KCPL's application. 

On September 7. 1990, the Commission issued its Initial Order Setting Procedural 

Schedule, which, In addition to seUlng the pr-oo:;i.i,:;ral schedule, established a non-exclusive list 

of issues which the Commission desired 10 be addressed. In the order. the Commission recited 

Its broad authority to supervise the acts of utilities doing business In the state in order to 

protect the public Interest, pursuant to K.S.A. 66-101, 66-125, 66-131, 66-136, 66-

1,170 et seg., and 66-1401. Because or lhls broad authority. the Commission noted It would 

. consider all of the wide-ranging Issues that a merger application could raise, and would not 

assume a position of preference for the goats of KCPL. KGE, or of any actual or prospective 

participant or observer of the merger proce11. The Commission aJso found that KCPL's 

unsolicited offer was an act IUfflcienUy significant In terms of potentlal effects on the public 

interest to warrant an lnvesligatlon In Older for the Commission to carry out Its responsibility 

to protect the public Interest. 

B. KPUICGE MERGER AGREEMENT 

On October 29. 1990. CURB filed a modon requesting that the proceduraJ schedule be 

suspended and a pre•hearing conference held becauao on Odober 28, 1990, KPL and KGE 

announced the execution of a merger ag,eement. and thal the response of KCPL was unknown. 

Other intarvanors subsequently fikKS motions 10 suspend the procedural achedule In 11ght of the 

KPUKGE merger agreement, Including Vulcan. October 31. 1990; KGE. October 31, 1991; 

KPL flied a response In support of KGE'a molion, November 1, 1990; and Texaco and Beech flied 

a joint motion to suspend, November 2. 1990. 
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On November 1, 1990, the Commission issued an order denying suspension of the 

procedural schedule without prejudice. At that time, KPL had not filed an application with the 

Commission to approve a merger with KGE. Moreover, KCPL had neither flied with the 

Commission changes In lls application nor notified the Commission of any change In Its tender 

offer. 

On November 20, 1990, KPL and KGE filed a joint application requesting approval of 

their proposal to merge, pursuant to the Commission's general regulatory authority under 

K.S.A. 66-101. The proposal provided for KGE's merger into KPL Sub, a wholly-owned 

subsidiary of KPL. with the surviving corporation being named Kansas Gas and Electric. KPL 

proposed to Issue KPL common stock and to deliver up to $434 million of the proceeds of the 

financing to KGE common stockholders. The merger agreement provides for conversJon of KGE 

common stock, no par value, to a total of approximately $32 In the form of cash and/or common 

stock of KPL, par value $5.00 per share, pursuant to a cash election procedure. 

Also on November 20, 1990, KPL and KGE flied a Joint motion to deny KCPl's 

application and to consolidate the two dockets and establish a new procedural schedule. In 

support of their request to deny KCPL's application, KPUKGE stated that a contractual 

commitment existed between each company, and so each was legally obligated to take all steps 

necessary to consummate the merger, unlike KCPL's tender offer to acquire KGE. Additionally, 

they stated that the terms of its merger application were more attractive to customers and 

shareholders. In support of their request to consolidate the two dockets, KPUKGE stated that 

the Commission's and each party's resources would be conserved by consolidation of the two 

dockets. 

On November 21, 1990, the Commission Issued an order consolidating the applications 

and revising the procedural schedule. The Commission determined that the Joint application 

filed by KPL and KGE presented issues germane to those identified by the parties in the 
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application filed by KCPL In Docket No. 172,145-U. Further, the Commission said the 

applications required consideration of the effect the proposed transactions would have on the 

public Interest. The Commission also found that to consolidate the dockets would conserve the 

resources of the parties, ease the administrative burden and be more efficient. 

Thereafter, KCPL filed a motion to Intervene in the new Docket No. 174,155-U, which 

was granted. KCPL also filed a motion opposing the decision made by the Commission to 

consolidate Docket No. 172,745-U, KCPL's application, with the new Docket No. 174,155-U, 

KPL and KGE's Joint merger agreement. On November 30, 1990, the Commission issued an 

order sustaining its decision to consolidate the two dockets and deemed all intervenors of record 

In Docket No. 174,155-U to be lntervenors of record in the consolidated docket. The 

Commlssa1 also revised the procedural schedule to accommodate the consolidated docket. 

On December 11, 1990, KPL and KGE filed for approval of their proposed merger before 

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission {FERC}. On January 4, 1991, the Commission filed 

its petition to Intervene and became a party In the FERC proceeding. 

On December 13, 1990, KCPL filed a withdrawal of Its application wherein It notified 

the Commission of the withdrawal of its unsolicited tender offer to acquire KGE. 

The following parties filed motions to Intervene in the new consolidated docket, which 

were granted by the Commission: Midwest Gas Users Association, December 26, 1990 (MGUA): 

Quaker Oats Company, General Motors Corporation, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Rockwell 

International, FMC Corporation, December 6, 1990 (Kansas Industrial Consumers): Atchison, 

Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, February 1, 1991 (Santa Fe): United Cities Gas Company, 

February 11, 1991 {United Cities): CURB on behalf of small commercial and residential 

ratepayers of KPL and KGE Shareholders, November 28, 1990; and Shareholder lntervenors, 

March 6, 1991. 
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On January 8, 1991, after motion by Industrial Consumers and Vulcan, and upon its own 

determination that a change In the procedural order would be In the best interests of all parties, 

the Commission revised the procedural schedule. On February 15, 1991, on its own motion, 

the Commission again revised the procedural schedule In order to allow all parties an equitable 

amount of time to adequately prepare for hearings. 

On March 8, 1991, staff filed a motion requesting the Commission to allow staff to file 

supplemental direct testimony in the matter. On March 21, 1991, the Commission granted 

staff's motion to file supplemental testimony. 

The Commission held a Prehearing Conference on March 22, 1991, wherein It 

considered various motions pending before the Commission. The Commission accepted a 

stipulation entered into by the parties whereby the hearings on the above-captioned matter 

would be held in two phases. The first phase, which was limited to the issue of the merger's 

effect on the wholesale market in Kansas and the merged company's transmission, was set for 

March 25, 1991. The second phase included all remaining Issues and was set to begin April 11, 

1991. On March 25, 1991, Phase I of the hearing commenced before the Commission. At that 

time, staff and Applicants presented the Commission with a Stipulation and Agreement regarding 

general principles for the provision of transmission service by the merged company, which was 

made part of the record on staffs motion. The issues staff and Applicants were ccncemed with 

were the effect of the merger on competition and transmission, Including (1) the effect of the 

merger on competition in the bulk power market In Kansas and (2} the terms and conditions 

that should be adopted to govern the use of the Applicants' transmission facilities should the 

merger be approved. As a result of extensive discussions regarding these Issues, a Stipulation 

and Agreement was reached between staff and Applicants, which established general principles 

for the provision of transmission service. In its order accepting the stipulation dated April 3, 

1991, the Commission noted that successful Implementation of the principles set forth In the 
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stipulation would serve as a condition to final approval of the proposed merger, should the 

Commission determine that the merger as proposed otherwise satisfied Kansas law. 

C. POST HEARING MOTIONS 

On May 28, 1991, Industrial Consumers filed a motion requesting permission to file 

supplemental direct testimony on the Issue of possible adverse consequences should the merger 

be denied. They stated that the Issue of adverse consequences If the merger Is disapproved was 

raised at hearing but not addressed in their pre-fflau ~estimony. 

On May 31, 1991, Industrial Consumers filed another motion requesting permission to 

file supplemental direct testimony on the Issue of post-merger conditions. KPUKGE answered 

these motions on June 5, 1991, stating that re-opening the record was unnecessary. They 

stated that the Commission should base its decision on the testimony that Is already in the 

record, and nothing more. 

On June 11, 1991, Applicants filed their answer to the motion of Industrial Consumers 

for leave to file supplemental testimony on post-merger conditions. On June 17. 1991, 

Industrial Consumers filed their reply In support of their motion to file supplemental 

testimony on the issue of post-merger conditions. 

On June 17, 1991, staff filed a motion to re-open the record for purposes of filing 

supplemental direct testimony to address the Issue of possible adverse consequences denial of the 

merger might have. On June 26, 1991, Applicants flied a reply to st&ffs motion to re-open the 

record for purposes of filing supplemental direct testimony, and asserted that the Issues staff 

believes need to be addressed are In fact addressed at length in the record. 

On July 1, 1991, Industrial Consumers filed a motion requesting oral argument on the 

Issues raised In the post-hearing briefs. On July 10, 1991, KPL filed a response In opposition 

to Industrial Consumers' motion for oral argument stating they were unnecessary. 
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The Commission finds that the post-hearing motions should be denied as mc,ot> 

Commission also .finds that oral argument on Issues raised In the briefs Is not necessary. 

parties had ampla opportunities to present their positions on the merits ·in testimony and post

hearing briefs. The record would not likely be enhanced by oral argument. Moreover, . to the 

extent the Commission relies upon a position in the briefs of the parties that other parties 

believe is erroneous, the parties have a remedy in the form of petitions for rehearing. 

Ill. APPEARANCES 

The following parties entered an appearance In the above-captioned matters. 

On behalf of the joint applicants, Kansas Power & Light Company and Kansas Gas and 

Electric Company: 

John K. Rosenberg 
Michael C. Pendergast 
The Kansas Power & Light Company 
818 Kansas Avenue 
Topeka. Kansas 66612 

J. Michael Peters 
Ralph Foster 
Richard D. Terrill 
Alan R. Post 
Kansas Gas & Electric Company 
120 East First Street 
Wichita, Kansas 67201 ·0208 

On behalf of Kansas Industrial Consumers (Boeing, Cargill, Lafarge, Total Petroleum, 

Coleman, Quaker Oats, General Motors, Goodyear, Rockwell lntematlonal, and FMC Corp.): 

Thomas M. Van Cleave. Jr. 
Robert P. Van Cleave 
McAnany, Van Cleave & Phillips 
11900 W. 87th Street Parkway 
Lenexa, Kansas 66215 
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Robert C. Johnson 
Arthur Smith 
Catherine Moore 
Peper, Martin, Jensen, Maichel, and Hetlage 
Attorneys at Law 
720 Olive Street 
St. Louis, MO 63101 

On behalf of Vulcan Materials Company: 

Milo M. Unruh Jr. 
Am, Mullins, Unruh, Kuhn & Wilson 
Attorneys at Law 
300 West Douglas, Suite 330 
Wichita , Kansas 67202-2978 

On behalf of the Citizens' Utility Ratepayers Board: 

William Riggins 
Consumer Counsel 
1500 S.W. Arrowhead Drive 
Topeka, Kansas 66604 

On behalf of Sunflower Electric Power Corporation: 

L. Earl Watkins, Jr. 
Watkins, Calcara, Rondeau & Friedman 
Attorneys at Law 
1321 Main Street, Suite 300 
Great Bend, Kansas 67530 

On behalf of Kansas City Power & Light Company: 

Mark English 
Michael A. Rump 
1330 Baltimore 
Kansas City, MO 64141-9679 

On behalf of Kansas Electric Cooperatives, Inc.: 

Michael W. Peters 
General Counsel 
P.O. Box 4267 
Topeka, KS 66604 
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Stuart S. Lowry 
Lowry & Johnson 
Attorneys at Law 
323 Broadway 
Valley Falls, Kansas 66088 

On behalf of Kansas Electric Power Cooperative: 

Harold L. Haun 
5990 S.W . 28th Street 
Topeka, Kansas 66604 

On behalf of Centel Corporation and United Cities Gas: 

James G. Flaherty 
Anderson Byrd & Richeson 
Attorneys at Law 
P.O. Box 7 
Ottawa, Kansas 66067 

On behalf of the City of Wichita: 

Joe Allen Lang 
Dana J. Winkler 
Assistant City Attorneys 
City Hall 
455 North Main Street 
Wichita , Kansas 67202 

On behalf of Midwest Gas Users: 

Stuart W. Conrad 
Lathrop, Norquist 8 Miller 
Attorneys at Law 
2600 Mutual Benefit Life Bldg. 
Kansas City, MO 64108 
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On behalf of Commission staff and the public generally: 

Brian J. Moline 
General Counsel 
Chartes V. Garcia 
Robert A. Fox 
Alexander L Creighton 
Susan B. Gilroy 
Assistants General Counsel 
1500 S.W. Arrowhead Road 
Topeka. Kansas 66604 

IV. THE PROPOSED MERGER AND POSITIONS OF THE PARDE$ 

A. APPLICANTS' CASE 

Applicants• case in support of the merger consisted of the testimony and related exhibits 

of Messrs. Wilson K. Cadman, John E. Hayes, Jr., William Moore. Steven L Kitchen, John 0. 

McClellan, Thomas J. Flaherty, Kent Brown, William E. Brown, Earnest A. Lehman, James 

Haines, Paul H. Raab and Jerry D. Courington. That testimony may be summarized as follows: 

KPL is a combination electric and natural gas public utility as defined in K.S.A. 66-

10'\ a, 66-'\04 and 66-'\,2.00. KPL \s \nvo\ved \n the generat\on, transmiss\on, distribut\on 

and sale of electric power in the central and eastern portions of Kansas. KPL consists of seven 

divisions, the two major operations being Gas Service and KPL. (Tr. p. 514) The Gas Service 

Division Is headquartered in Kansas City. Missouri, and provides retail natural gas service in 

Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma. The KPL Division provides electric service to .. retail 

customers In eastern and central Kansas and Is headquartered ln Topeka. It also supplies retail 

gas service to customers in northeastern and central Kansas In communities where electric 

service Is also provided. (Tr. p. 514) KPL provides retail electric service to approximately 

300,000 customers In 323 Kansas communities. KPL also provides electric sales and 

transmission services to numerous municipal customers and electric cooperatives located in 

Kansas and, through Interchange agreements, to surrounding Integrated systems. KPL owns and 
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operates approximately 2,224 miles of high voltage transmission lines and is intercc:mnected 

with the systems of six other utilities In Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska. KPL is a, member of 

the MOKAN and Southwest Power Pools. KPL also transports and sells natural gas in Kansas, 

western Missouri and northeastem Oklahoma. In total, KPL provides natural gas ·service. to 

approximately 1,100,000 retail customers, 550,000 of whom are located in Kansas. 

KGE is a public utility involved in the generation, transmission, distribution and sale of 

electric power in south central and southeastern ~<~nsas. KGE sells electricity at retail to 

approximately 253,000 customers In Kansas. KGE also provides wholesale electric and 

transmission services to numerous municipal customers and electric cooperatives located in 

Kansas, and through Interchange agreements to surrounding Integrated systems. KGE owns and 
,, 

operates approximately 1,075 miles of high voltage transmission lines and is interconnected 

with the systems of 12 other public utilities in Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma and 

Nebraska for purposes of economy and reliability. KGE is a member of the MOKAN and 

Southwest Power Pools. 

Pursuant to an ·Agreement and Plan of Merger" between KPL and KGE dated October 28, 

1990 (Agreement), KPL and KGE have agreed on the terms and conditions under which KGEwill 

be merged with and into KPL Sub, which will be the surviving corporation in the merger and 

which will thereafter be named Kansas Gas and Electric Company. Upon closing the merger, KGE 

will be merged into KCA, Inc.. a wholly-owned subsidiary of KPL formed for the purpose of 

completing this transaction. The name of KCA will be changed to KGE which will then operate as 

KGE does now, except that many of the gas distribution functions performed by KPL In 

jointly-served territories will be transferred to the new subsidiary. The headquarters of KGE 

will remain in Wichita. (Tr. p. 516} KGE will remain a wholly-owned subsidiary of KPL, 

with headquarters remaining In Wichita. The subsidiary would have Its own board of directors. 
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This board would be responsible ultimately to the board of directors of KPL. Under the merger 

agreement, this structure would be maintained for three years. 

Merger disccssions between KPL and KGE were Initially held from about July 1989 

through January 1990. (Tr. p. 357) KGE was a vlable stand-alone company at the time of 

merger discussions with KPL in the fall of 1989. (Tr. p. 463) Those discussions did not lead to 

a merger agreement, but they did indicate that potential benefits could come about from a 

properly structured combination. Following the hostile ien~1r offer of KCPL on July 23, 1990, 

KGE entered into merger discussions with KPL, which led, as a direct result, to a merger 

agreement between KGE and KPL on October 28, 1990. (Tr. p. 357, 358 and 480) KGE 

remained financially sound when the merger discussions took place with KPL in the fall of 

1990. (Tr. p. 463) 

The merger will accelerate and enlarge stand-alone opportunities for the company. For 

KGE customers, the merger will bring about a $15 million rate reduction. Synergies between 

the two companies were Identified from earlier merger discussions. They include KGE and KPL's 

history as partners in the production and delivery of electricity, and that the two companies had 

worked together in storm recovery and pooling arrangements. (Tr. pp. 394-395) 

Financial studies of the merger led the companies to conclude that the merger would 

result in no detriment to customers. and that customers and shareholders would benefit. (Tr. p. 

517) KPL utilized a financial model devised by Deloitte & Touche to determine the financial 

results of merging KPL and KGE. (Tr. p. 1221) KPL electric and gas customers will not realize 

any immediate rate relief, but over time, rates should be lower than they otherwise would be as 

a result of efficiencies brought about by the merger. (Tr. p. 58) KPL intends to make 

additional generation and transmission capacity available that will benefit the entire region. 

(Tr. p. 520) The service area for KPL's gas operations will not change as a result of the 
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merger. (Tr. p. 729) For efficiency of operation, some aspects of the distribution function 

will be transferred to KGE. (Tr. p. 730) 

Costs will be k&pt lower than they would have been without the merger. Cost saving 

opportunities have been preliminarily identified In several broad areas attributable to: ( 1) 

cross-over gas/electric service; (2) the combining of key portions of the companies' electric 

operations; (3) administrative and general cost savings resulting from economies of scale and 

the elimination of duplicate activities; and (4) cost avo1di1nce opportunities for the merged 

company in the future. Less quantifiable benefits are in the areas of economies of scale in 

financing, service quality, customer convenience and enhanced opportunity for economic 

development. (Tr. p. 974) 

While current KPL rates will not change as a result of the merger, present KPL 

customers will benefit as future operating costs should be reduced. Likewise, current KGE 

customers will benefit from the anticipated savings in electric operating costs. If consummated, 

the merger wlfl result In a $15 million rate reduction for KGE electric customers. Some of 

these electric customers are also KPL gas customers. (Tr. p. 596) 

The application proposes that the companies be allowed to recover the cost of the merger 

through the savings It will achieve, not through raising prices to cover the cost of the 

acquisition. (Tr. p. 594) Applicants are confident In their estimates of cost savings and believe 

additional savings opportunities will be discovered as the companies merge. (Tr. p. 1946) 

There are sufficient savings to provide for recovery of the annual amortization and sufficient 

savings to provide a reduction to customer rates in the form of that savings share. (Tr. p. 

2291) 

The companies have put two processes in place to track savings resulting from the 

merger. One is the Integration planning process where representatives from both KGE and KPL 

try to Identify what counterparts in the other company can effect cost savings. On a parallel 
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path, the cost savings tracking process has also been designed to facilitate demonstration of 

savings. (Tr. pp. 1243-1244) It is possible to track the cost savings that will result from the 

merger and the concems of staff and CURB are related to the unusual nature of the undertaking 

rather than the impossibility of the undertaking. KPL Is fully committed to Installing an 

effective tracking system. (Tr. p. 2371) A number of merger integration teams between the 

two companies have been assembled to compile savings in such areas as labor/human relations, 

vehicles and vendors. Savings events can be disUnguishad between merger and non-merger 

related activities and future events can be accurately identified. (Tr. pp. 2373. 2375 and 

2376} Once the system achieves results. these results will be placed into KPL's current 

accounting model to perform financial forecasting and budgeting. (Tr. p. 2378) 

If the merger is completed. the companies would have excess generating capacity. 300 

MW of which has been offered to KCPL for their purchase. (Tr. p. 615) 

The financial advising firm, Morgan Stanley. was retained by KGE to assist in the 

evaluation of each tender offer. (Tr. pp. 850-851) KPL is offering $32 per share for aach of 

KGE's outstanding common shares, subject to limitations on cash and stock. Based on KGE's 

30,998,036 outstanding shares, the offer is worth $992 million. The purchase is financed by 

a combination of cash, raised initially by bank financing, and additional KPL common shares. 

They propose to use $434 million in cash (43.75 percent) and 24 to 28 million new KPL 

shares (56.25 percent) as consideration for the KGE stock. KGE shareholders will be able to 

elect the portion of cash or stock they would like to receive for their shares. (Tr. pp. 966-

967) The total number of KPL and KGE shareholders who are Kansans are 4,692 which 

represents 17.28 percent of the total number of shareholders. The total number of shares 

owned by Kansas residents is more than 2.8 million. This represents 6.48 percent of the total 

number of shares outstanding. (Tr. p. 1292) 
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The only price offered to KGE was $32. The price could vary if the price· of· KPL stock 

changes, since the offer Is a combination of cash and stock. (Tr. p. 575) During the in camera 

proceeding, specific details of how the offer price was reached and merger financing 

arrangements were given. (Tr. pp. 812A·838) 

In connection with the acquisition, KPL wlll enter into a Credit Agreement 

(·Agreement; with Chemlcal Bank (·Chemical"). The Agreement consists of a Term Loan 

Faclllty ("Term Facility•) not to exceed $500,000,000 and a Revolving Credit Facility 

C-Credit FacHityj not to exceed $100.000,000 for a total facllity <-Facilitt') of 

$600,000,000. 

The FacUity wUI bear Interest at an annual rate equal to, at KPL's election: a) the London 

Interbank Offered Rate plus a margin of 1/4 percent to 1 1/4 percent depending on the credit 

rating of KPL'a first mortgage bonds; or b) the Alternative Base Rate c·ABR"). The ABR is 

equal to lhe greatest of a) ChemJcaJ Bank's Prime Lending Rate; b) a rate based on the secondary 

market rate for three-month certificates of deposits, subject to certain adjustments, plus 1 

percent; or c) the Federal Funds Rate as published by the FederaJ Reserve Bank of New York, 

plus 1 percent 

The Facility wm mature on the fifth anniversary of the date of the borrowing of the 

Term Facility. The Term Fac::IPty wllt amor11ze ln five installments equal to 20 percent of the 

orlglnat principal amoum of the Term Facility. The first installment will be due 18 months 

after the borrowing under the Term Facillty, with addftional installments due annually 

thereafter and on the final maturity date. 

KPL proposes 10 issue to KGE stockholders up to 28,000,000 shares of KPL common 

stock, $5.00 par value, reommon Stock1. The funds from the Facility and Common Stock 

will be used by KPL IO: 1) purchase all of KGE's common stock: 2) purchase all shares of all 

classes of KGE's preferred stock; and 3) provide working capital to the combined company. 
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It Is anticipated that all of KGE's debt, Including Its mortgage bonds, letters of credit and 

other llnos of credit will remain outstanding. However, KGE's preferred stock, currently 

$18.7 million or 1.4 percent of KGE's capitalization Is expected to be redeemed. (Tr. p. 967) 

KPL obtained the necessary bank financing from Chemical Bank In the amount of $600 million. 

(Tr. p. 967) KPL has not committed to a single refinancing plan although the merger report 

assumes a preferred stock Issuance In 1991 followed by annual issues of first mortgage bonds. 

KPL ls keeping the option of short or medium-term debt, or public offerings of common equity 

in Hs financial plan. (Tr. p. 970) The appropriate debt·equity balance has to be measured In 

terms of the company's objectives. KPL wants an AA debt rating and they are predicting KPL 

will be an A rated company after the merger. (Tr. pp. 801-802) 

The merger application includes a $388 million AP over the current book value of KGE 

stock. Applicants assert that a merger cannot be undertaken unless shareholders are paid for 

the use of their capital and KPL has proposed a method to benefit both customers and 

shareholders. (Tr. pp. 974-975) There are three methods used to recover the cost of an AP to 

net book value: full rate base treatment, annual amortization, or complete dlsallowance. The 

company proposes a combination of all three. (Tr. pp. 2003-2004) A part of the AP would be 

Included In rate base. That would have the effect of Increasing the rate base above the original 

cost of utility plant. (Tr. pp. 2043-2044) 

The AP for the offer will be $388 million. (Tr. p. 1138) The conditions of arm's 

length bargaining and economic substance underlie the proposed acquisition by KPL of the 

properties that are now recorded on the books of KGE. (Tr. p. 1141) The amounts recorded as 

APs must be amortized or otherwise disposed of as the Commission may approve or direct. (Tr. 

p. 1142) KPL is not requesting full recovery of the costs of acquiring the KGE system. (Tr. p. 

1146) The rate base will not Include all $1 billion in financing requirements, rather only the 

original cost portion will be included. (Tr. p. 1147) 
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The company does request ultimate recovery of the acquisition costs. The company will 

not seek to include the AP In rate base for recovery of a return on the unamortized portion of the 

Investment in the AP. (Tr. p. 1148) The company Is asking permission to defer amortization 

of the purchase price until the company comes In for its first rate case. (Tr. p. 633) This 

amount would require an amortization of $14 million a year. Including Income tax effects, the 

$14 million figure would have to be raised to approximately $23 million a year. (Tr. p. 984) 

There will be approximately $30 million of savings per year, and after amortization of $23 

million, the yield will be $7 million in savings the first year. (Tr. p. 985) KPL has proposed 

that the amortization be deferred until such time as the next KPL general electric rate case 

which is projected for 1993. After that rate case, amortization would be deducted from net 

savings in 1993, and for the first full year in 1994. (Tr. p. 986-987) 

There are operational synergies associated with integrating the distribution-related 

functions of the two companies where KGE's electric service territory overlaps with KPL's 

natural gas service territory. (Tr. p. 1305) Most of the gas operations in the overlapping 

territory will be consolidated under KGE management. KPL employees responsible for those gas 

operations would continue in their positions, but now as part of the KGE operation. (Tr. p. 

1299) Their functions encompass customer service, customer billing, meter reading, and 

other distribution-related activities. (Tr. p. 1305) The expected savings from Integrating 

these functions was important to the merger decision, and experiences from the KPL and Gas 

Service Company merger In 1985 were a point of reference. Savings expected in this merger 

Include those from the 1985 merger, such as integrated distribution-related and 

administrative functions, integrated customer office functions. retraining of service personnel 

to eliminate duplicate positions, and combined administrative functions. (Tr. pp. 1306-1307) 

Additional efficiencies are expected to result from the increased coordination of the two 

companies' energy resources and dispatching operations, although much has already been 
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achlevedthrough participation in MOKAN and Southwest Power Pools. (Tr. p. 1308) None of 

KGE's fuel suppiy contracts or other contracts are to be terminated upon consummation of the 

merger. (Tr. p. 1287) Also anticipated are operational benefits to be realized through the 

consolidation of various corporate management and administrative functions such as finance, 

accounting, law, purchasing, shareholder relations, system planning, fuels management and 

administration. Personnel savings would result as well as external savings such as 

enhancement of the company's purchasing power to allow for the standardization of inventory. 

(Tr. pp. 1308-1309) The companies do not anticipate any layoffs of any employees, but the 

job that they are asked to do may not be the one they are doing today. (Tr. p. 1352) 

Other reasons to merge include the strategic advantage of having joint operation of 

generating capacity and transmission capabilities which would enable the combined companies to 

expand off-system sales which afford access to a broader range of economical resource options 

for native customers. These should bear both long and short term benefits, through enhanced 

economic development throughout the region. (Tr. p. 1310) 

The AP will not be charged to the retail or wholesale customers of KPL, but will · be 

recovered through savings. (Tr. p. 1360) The savings that are achieved through the operation 

of the merged company will accrue to customers in all jurisdictions. The rates offered will be 

lower than they would be if KPL continued as a stand-alone company. The distribution 

cooperatives with whom KPL has contracts will enjoy rates that will be lower than they would 

be absent the merger. (Tr. pp. 1361-1362) The Applicants estimate It would file a rate case 

for its Kansas electric rates In the fall of 1992 with rates to go Into effect in June 1993. (Tr. 

p. 2095) 

If the merger does not work out as anticipated, ratepayers will not be asked to make the 

company whole. (Tr. p. 2217) The company has indicated that If a sufficient level of cost 
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savings are not generated. no recompense for the amortization of the AP will be sought and·.thus. 

the company bears the risk of negative financial implications. (Tr. p. 2218) 

The A~icants' overview of the transaction asserts that the merger Is. In the public 

interest with both Immediate and future benefits. Applicants state that the merger does not 

mean rates will never be higher In the future; they contend the merger provides an opportunity 

for rate stability with future rates for the merged entity being lower than they would be absent 

the merger. The merger application balances the inierosts of all parties involved. (Tr. pp. 978-

979) The combination of KPL and KGE benefits all stakeholders, while no stakeholder is 

disadvantaged as a result of the merger. Customers will benefit from the cost savings that 

result from the merger. (Tr. p. 1224) Cost savings from the merger will directly result in 

lower rates in the future than would otherwise be available without the merger. (Tr. p. 1224) 

The benefits and cost savings resulting from a merger between KPL and KGE are largely 

unique because of the Inherent advantages of overlapping service territory that KPL and KGE 

enjoy. which dramatically Increases the opportunities for generating savings. (Tr. pp. 1220-

1221) Since KPL's offer to merge with KGE is a friendly one, potential problems associated 

wi1h a hostile takeover attempt may be avoided. Integration of the two operations Into one wlll 

be more efficient as a result. (Tr. p. 1298) 

The benefits of the merger to the shareholders, customers, and employees are strategic 

value, generation diversity, transmission access. and diversity within service territory. (Tr. 

p. 2187) 

KPL Is requesting Commission approval of: (1) the issuance of approximately 28 

mlllion additional shares of common stock; (2) the approval of credit facilities up to $600 

million; (3) the pledge of KPL first mortgage bonds at least in the amount of $250 mllllon; and 

(4) lhe pledge of the common stock In the KPL subsidiary to be renamed KGE upon closing. (Tr. 

p. 977) 
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B. COMMISSION STAFF'S POSrrlON 

Staff opposed approval of the merger application as proposed. Staff supported Its 

position with the testimony and related exhibits of the following witnesses: Ms. Shirley 

Sicilian, Ms. Debra J. Weiss, Messrs. Robert Elliott, Adam Gatewood, David Dittemore, and 

Robert H. Glass. Their testimony may be summarized as follows: 

Staff contended that transactions effectuating mergers and acquisitions In Kansas should 

be economically efficient. However, the Commission should also consider equity in determining 

which transactions promote the public Interest. (Tr. pp. 60-61) The Commission cannot rely 

entirely on the capital market process to produce optimal transaction. (Tr. pp. 68-69) 

Regulatory review would still be beneficial for three reasons: 1) the markets will not take Into 

account the merger's effect on other sectors of the Kansas economy; 2) regulation of output 

market may not be entirely effective; and 3) even if regulators desired. to and could be 

successful in holding returns to a fair market return on book, there may be other, non

economic incentives to merge which regulatory review can control. (Tr. p. 69) 

Staff reviewed Applicants' cfalms of merger benefits. On a nominal basis, staff estimated 

the merger will generate $1.5 bltlion In net merger savings over the 27-year amortization 

period. The costs related to the $388 million AP are not reflected in this calculation. (Tr. p. 

1466} Staff estimated for the period 1991-1996, the merger wlll generate $105 million in 

net savings, excluding the costs associated with the AP. The Commission should be aware of the 

uncertainty of the savings estimates due to the fact they are projections made from budgets. 

(Tr. p. 1467) 

The costs of the merger slgnlflcandy outweigh the benefits of the transaction. As such, 

the proposed merger Is not In the public Interest because these costs clearly exceed the benefits 

derived from merger savings. (Tr. p. 1639) This transaction, on its own merits, can not be 
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justified on a net present value basis. (Tr. p. 1640) The most significant costs were those 

relating to the $388 million AP. 

The Commission's policy with respect to the AP will determine how these benefits are 

allocated among ratepayers, KPL shareholders and KGE shareholders. The Commission should 

set a policy that effectively denies recovery of AP as a rule, and requires the flow through to 

ratepayers of approximately all merger-related cost savings. (Tr. p. 70) Alternatively, the 

Commission should allow recovery of an AP from r;..tepayers when the utility can demonstrate 

that the AP is the least cost means of achieving specific benefits. (Tr. p. 1659) Applicants did 

not meet their burden of demonstrating the AP was the least cost means of achieving the benefits 

because the merger will cost shareholders an estimated· $200 million on a net present value 

(NPV) basis, which raised legitimate concerns about the future capital costs of the merged 

company. Applicants also failed to identify and seriously address significant costs 1o 

shareholders and the effect of those costs on ratepayers. (Tr. p. 1659) 

The proposed merger tracking would require annual quantification, over the 27-year 

amortization period, of what costs would have been for the companies on a stand-alone balls If 

the merger had not occurred and a comparison of those amounts with actuaJ coa1S ot the merged 

company. (Tr. p. 1470) The proposed system Is based upon too many unverfflable assumptions 

and estimates to make it a viable system. It would be virtually impossible over the span of 27 

years to accurately measure the costs and savings generated by the merger. (Tr. 1473) 

The Commission should deny the proposed merger for the following reasons: 1) on a net 

present value basis the transaction is not financially viable; the net costs of this transaction 

outweigh the benefits. 2) Despite the Applicants' claims that the merger Is In the public 

Interest because rates will be lower than they otherwise would be, there are substantial costs 

which will be borne by shareholders which quite likely will raise the cost of capital. This 

Increase In capital costs would increase the Applicants' overall cost of service as a direct result 
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of the merger. 3} The Applicants' have not met their burden of proof by supporting the $32 

offer price as the least cost alternative to acquiring the assets of KGE. (Tr. pp. 1663-1664) 

Market power Is also a concern in this case. and the Commission should set conditions 

curbing the potential for its Increase due to merger. (Tr. p. 84) The merger could reduce 

interfuel competition In the retail market, as well as •yardstick· competition, the competition 

for retail load and service territory. The ultimate result of any reduction in retail competition 

could be an Increase in both electric and natural g2:s mtall prices. (Tr. pp. 95-96) 

Should the Commission approve the merger, it should also: 1) Deny recovery of the 

amortization of the AP from ratepayers: 2) establish regulatory guidelines which would attempt 

to ensure that ratepayers are not negatively impacted from increased capital structure costs as 

a result of the merger; 3) reject Applicants' proposal to retain one-half of the estimated 

merger savings which are In excess of the annual level of the amortization of the AP on a gross 

of tax basis; 4) reaffirm the principle that rates be based upon actual costs, adjusted for known 

and determinable changes; and 5} reaffirm the Commission's position in Its March 1990 

decision in Docket No. 142,098-U and order KGE to reduce Its rates by $8.7 million. (Tr. p. 

1664} 

C. INTERVENORS' POSrrlONS 

The following witnesses· testimony and related exhibits were presented in support of the 

various intervenors' positions: Messrs. Nell H. Talbot and Carlton W. Bartels of the Tellus 

Institute for Citizens• Utility Ratepayers Board (CURB}, James T. Selecky of Kansas Industrial 

Consumers (KIC}, Paul N. Tobia of Vulcan Materials Company, Bob Knight of the City of 

Wichita, and Martin C. Ubhart of Wichita Public Schools. 

1. mm.a 
This merger Is unprecedented because It consists of two viable utilities with an AP ot·the 

magnitude of $388 million. (Tr. p. 1794} The social benefits of the merger were examined 
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without regard to who the specific winners and losers would be as a result of the merger. ltwas 

determined that there are more savings than losses so that society as a whole saves. funds. In 

this instance the social cost Is very low. (Tr. pp. 1846-1847) The actual efficiency and 

savings from the synergies are the social savings regardless of who actually receives them. 

(Tr. p. 1847) 

While there Is scope for economies of scale resulting from more effective management of 

a larger corporation, it is difficult to see a strong "strategic fit" between KGE and KPL The 

benefits from the overlapping gas and electric service territories are small. Whlle .some 

synergies will no doubt be achieved, CURB suggests that the motivation for this merger Is 

primarily a response by KGE management to the threat of a hostile takeover by KCPL While the 

broader studies suggest that there might be other benefits not specifically Identified by KPL, 

CURB asserts that such benefits do not justify the price paid. The public interest requires that 

the most aconomicai corporate organization be found since that can bring benefits to ratepayers 

as well as stockholders. It Is clear that the $32/share offer price was the result of a bidding 

war with only two bids. KPL has made an offer that cannot be justified in terms of any 

reasonable expectations of merger synergies. (Ex. 58, pp. 4-5) 

While the merger should result In savings, the amount of savings expected to occur is 

substantially less than the $388 million premium. CURB estimated a •confident level" of 

savings amounting to $243 million on NPV basis. The long-term sc.vlngs forecast based upon 

Applicants' savings estimates yielded net savings of $398 million on NPV basis. While this 

estimate ls above the AP, It Is Insufficient to support the tax effects and recovery •or and •on• 

the AP. Accordingly, the Commission should reject the merger because the savings are 

Insufficient to suppon the AP and provide ratepayers with any merger benefit. The merged 

company's financial well-being will be impaired. Addltlonally, the merger as structured 

presents significant risk to ratepayers that they are likely to suffer higher rates either by 
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directly subsidizing the support of the AP or paying higher costs for capital In the future owing 

to the strain induced by the AP. (Tr. p. 1762) 

The ultimate well being of the affected groups will be determined by the treatment of the 

merged company's costs for ratemaking purposes. (Tr. p. 1760) If the Commission allows the 

merger to take place, it should do so under several conditions regarding ratemaking treatment of 

the merger costs and benefits. (Tr. p. 1841) If the merger Is approved, the company's 

financial dependence on revenues from savings will pla~t the Commission In an Invidious 

position. On the one hand the KCC could take a strict position with regard to the proof of merger 

benefits. If it does. CURB believes it is not likely that KPL will be able to show the major costs 

savings and synergies It needs to recover the AP. On the other hand, if the Commission adopts a 

permissive attitude with regard to the proof and allocation of merger savings, rates will rise 

higher than would be justified under normal ratemaking procedures. (Ex. 58, p. 13) 

2. Kansas Industrial consumers 

The KCC should not approve the merger as proposed because It is uneconomical and the 

proposed ratemaking procedure to recover the merger costs and pass on merger benefits is not 

practical. (Tr. p. 1727) The total cost or revenue requirement associated with the acquisition 

exceeds the benefits or savings that will be derived from the merger. The industrial 

intervenors contend the Applicants' proposed ratemaklng treatment for merger costs and 

benefits Is impractical and unworkable. The proposed ratemaklng treatment requires the 

Commission to set rates based on hypothetical costs for at least the next 27 years. The net costs 

incurred to accomplish the proposed merger could produce a financlally weak utility. (Tr. p. 

1706) Additionally, ft is possible that the merger will result In a loss of the Commission's 

regulatory control over KGE retail rates. (Tr. p. 1721) 
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ff the Commission does approve or endorse the merger, It should resolve the rate 

treatment It will provide the merged company for the acquisition related costs and specify 

procedures that will be followed In allocating benefits. (Tr. p. 1706) 

3. Yutcan Cberoicam company 

Vulcan had not formed a final opinion on whether the Commission should approve or deny 

the merger, but had substantial reservations about the viability of the merger. (Tr. pp. 1920· 

1921) Vulcan was concerned about the timing of tl'le KPUKGE application. It questions 

whether the business strategy of the •auction• style of the merger serves the best interest of the 

public noting the substantial AP. (Tr. p. 1923) 

The availability of generating capacity for the merged company is a concern. The 

Commission should require KPL to address and Identify any additional generating facilities 

required for the merged company in the event the merger is approved and the merged company 

sells KCPL power. (Tr. pp. 1928-1929) 

The possibility of interruption In service to Vulcan under the terms of their contract 

with KGE Is a concern, and there Is a question whether the stand-alone company's supply would 

be more reliable. (Tr. p. 1932-1933) Uncertainty arises for KGE customers, on a long term 

basis, as to what effect the approval of the merger might have on electric rates. {Tr. p. 1933) 

The tracking system proposed by KPL Is still being developed and Is new, and therefore Vulcan Is 

concerned that savings will not be reliably tracked. (Tr. p. 1934) 

4. City of Wjchjta 

The City Council had not yet taken a position relative to the friendly merger, but may 

decide that It might be appropriate In the future. {Tr. p. 1900) The Interests of the City 

Include those of Its citizen/ratepayers as well as the municipality as both a customer and 

franchising body of KGE. (Tr. pp. 1900-1901) The City asserts it has a regulatory role over 

KGE through the franchise and general police powers, civic affairs and economic development of 
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the community, and an Interest as a potential utility competitor or user of electric transmission 

services. (Tr. p. 1901) 

The City needs assurances that the sale of excess capacity which might benefit ratepayers 

In the short tenn does not result in a long-tenn detriment and rate Increases. (Tr. p. 1903) A 

particular interest Is what the proposed rate reduction will be for the City. (Tr. p. 1904) The 

City also expressed Interest In how the merger would affect the current franchise agreement the 

City has with KGE. (Tr. p. 1905-1906} 

5. Wichita PuhHc Schools 

Because of the amount of electric power that the school district uses each year, the 

Wichita Public Schools were concerned about any operational change or merger that might have 

an effect on their electric rates. (Tr. p. 1914) There are two areas of concern: the cost of 

electricity for the school district, and the level of service which both the district and 

community wlll receive upon merger. Lower rates In the short-tenn is beneficial, but rate 

equalization remains a concern. (Tr. pp. 1914-1915) 

0. PUBLIC HEARINGS 

The Commission scheduled four public hearings In different Kansas communities, which 

were held throughout January 1991, to give concerned citizens the opportunity to be heard on 

the matter. They were scheduled and held as follows: 

7 p.m. Thursday, January 17, 1991, at the Kansas Corporatbn Commission 
Hearing Room, 1500 S.W. Arrowhead Road, Topeka, Kansas; 

2 p.m. Tuesday, January 22, 1991, at the Civic Center, 420 N. Penn. 
Independence, Kansas; 

7 p.m. Tuesday, January 22, 1991, at the City Council Chamber, 455 N. Main, 
W'IChita,Kansas;and 

7 p.m. Wednesday, January 23, 1991, at the Shawnee Mission West High School 
Auditorium, 8800 W. 85th Street, Overland Park, Kansas. 
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A total of thlny witnesses testified at the public hearings held by the Commission. The 

majority of the witnesses expressed their concerns that the costs of the merger would 

ultimately be borne by the ratepayers which would result In higher utility rates. Several 

witnesses specifically expressed their ex>ncem that ex>nsumer utility rates would rise due to the 

premium KPL was proposing to pay for acquiring KGE. Various witnesses also testified in favor 

of the merger because of the possibility that overlapping service territory would reduce costs, 

and because the transaction was a friendly one. Several witnesses also expressed ex>ncem over 

the long-term effect of the merger. 

V. MERGER STANDARD IN KANSAS 

A.. THE COMMISSION'S JURISDICTION OVER THE PROPOSED MERGER 

Applicants requested approval of their merger application pursuant to the Commission's 

broad grant of authority In K.S.A. 66-101. This provision grants the Commission full power, 

authority and jurisdiction to supervise and control electric public utilities operating in Kansas 

and expressly empowers the Commission to do all things necessary and convenient for the 

exercise of such power. authority and Jurisdiction. 

Applicants also request approval, to the extent the Commission deems the proposed 

merger a stock acquisition by competing utilities pursuant to K.S.A. 66-127. This statute 

prohibits any public utility. domestic or foreign, from purchasing or acquiring, taking or 

holding any part of any capital stock, bonds or other forms of lndebt~dness of any competing 

utility either as owner or pledges, uniass authorized by the Commission. The Commission's 

jurisdiction under this statute requires a finding by the Commission that KPL and KGE are 

•competing utilities• as that term is defined In the statute. 

K.S.A. 66-1018 authorizes the Commission, either upon ex>mplaint or Its own motion, to 

Investigate any practice or act whatsoever affecting or relating to any service performed or to 
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be performed by the electric utility for the public to determine If It Is In any respect 

unreasonable, unfair, unjust, unreasonably Inefficient or Insufficient, unjustly discriminatory 

or unduly preferential, or that any service performed or to be performed for the public is 

unreasonably Inadequate, inefficient, unduly Insufficient or cannot be obtained. This provision 

authorizes the Commission, after notice and hearing, to require electric utilities to make such 

Improvements and do such acts as are or may be required by law to be done. 

K.S.A. 66-101g provides that all grants of power, riut~orlty and jurisdiction made to the 

Commission shall be liberally construed and all Incidental powers necessary to carry Into .effect 

the provisions of the Public Utilities Act are expressly granted to and conferred upon the 

Commission. 

The Commission finds that It has jurisdiction over the proposed merger between KPL and 

KGE pursuant 10 K.S.A. 66-101, 66--127, and 66-101e. In finding that the Commission has 

jurlatiction over the proposed merger pursuant to K.S.A. 66-127, the Commission finds that 

KPL and KGE are ·competing pubHc utilities· as that term Is used In the statute. Under the 

rules of llatu10ly construction, it Is well established that courts will look to the Intention of the 

legislature. Stat•. •x rel., v. Throckmorton. 169 Kan. 481, 486 (1950). Moreover, 11 Is 

presumed that the laglslature understood the meaning of the words it used and Intended to use 

them, and thal the leglslature used the words In their ordinary and common meaning. Rogers v. 

Shan•h•n. 221 Kan. 221, 223·24 (1977). Pursuant to the general rules of statutory 

construction. •competing utlfft1es· refers to competition between utilities. 

Competllton between utilities Is not limited to competition for retail competition. 

Competition between utllltles may Include wholesale competition, inter-fuel competition 

between elecirlc and natural gas utilities, and competition for new load. While the Retail 

Electric Suppliers Act, K.S.A. 66· 1,170 st seq .• Jlmlls the competition that may occur at the 

retail level because It provides for the creation of exclusively cer1iflcated service territories 
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for retall electric service, the term •competing utility• as used In K.S.A. 66-127 Is broader 

than ret11II competition. 

The Commission finds that KPL and KGE compete with one another on a variety of levels. 

First, they compete for new retail load. This type of competition is regional and national, and 

sometimes international. KPL testified that this type of competition will not be diminished by 

the merger. (Tr. p. 2490) While KPL Is not in a completely free competitive market and 

regulation's primary purpose Is to act as e si;bsl!tute for competition, It Is clear that 

competition In the utility Industry is Increasing. (Tr. pp. 1333-1334) Although KPL is a 

regulated utility, it competes with other utilities for the sale of power to large customers and 

for the saJe of gas to Intermediate and large customers. KPL also competes with other utilities 

for capital, labor and customers. (Tr. p. 798) KGE likewise believes that the wholesale and 

retail markets are becoming more competitive. and that natural gas Is one of KGE's most 

common competitors. (Tr. pp. 895-896) In light of this testimony the Commission fi11ds there 

is sufficient evidence IO find that KPL and KGE are •competing utilities• as that term In used In 

K.S.A. 66-127. As such, Appllcants are prohibited from consummating the proposed merger as 

structured unless approved by the Commission. 

The Commission also finds that pursuant to K.S.A. 66·101, 66-101& and 66·101g It 

has authority to impose conditions on the proposed merger. The Commission's authority to 

Impose conditions on the proposed merger is slmllar to Its authoflfy to impose conditions on the 

Issuance of certificates. Any such conditions must be both lawful and reasonable. Kansas 

Electric Powsr Coop., Inc. v. Kansas corporation Comm•n, 235 Kan. 661, 665 (1984). To be 

lawful, the condition must be within the statutory authority of the Commission and all statutory 

and procedural rules must be followed. Central Kansas Power, 206 Kan. at 675. To be 

reasonable. the condition mu11 be based upon substantial competent evidence. Jonss v. Kansas 

Gas & E'8c. Co., 222 Kan. 390, Syl. 1 2 (1977). Moreover, the Commission has authority to 
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require a utlllty to take action necessary to forestall a future problem that will ultimately 

affect the utility's consumers In Kansas. Kansas Electric Power Coop., 235 Kan. at 671~72. 

B. THE ,APPROPRIATE STANDARD IN KANSAS 

Kansas statutes do not contain a specific standard for mergers. Various parties have 

requested the Commission adopt a standard of mergers and acquisitions. The Commission finds it 

Is appropriate to adopt a standard for mergers and acquisitions in this proceeding. The 

Commission must select a specific standard to govern whether a merger or acquisition Is •1n the 

public Interest• Because the Commission Is viewed as being in the best position to evaluate and 

weigh factors necessary to reach a proper decision on administrative policy questions to 

promote the public Interest, Central Kansas Power v. State Corporation Commission, 206 Kan. 

670, 679 (1971), the method by which the Commission selects a standard is one of policy 

judgment. 

All parties generally agree that the merger should be approved only if It Is •;n the public 

interest.· The parties have differed, however. on specifically what •tn the public Interest" 

means In the context of utility mergers. The Commission notes there are various cases 

addressing generally the meaning of •the public convenience and necessity: Public conveniel'ICe 

means the convenience of the public, not the convenience of particular individuals. Central 

Kansas Power v. State Corporation Commission, 206 Kan. 670. 676 (1971). Public necessity 

does not necessarily mean there must be some showing of absolute need. As used. the word 

•necessity" means a public need without which the public is Inconvenienced to the extent of 

being handicapped. Id. 

Analysis 

Consistent with Its broad authority to regulate public utilities for the benefit of the 

public Interest, the Commission believes that in reviewing a merger or acquisition, It should 

consider a variety of factors. The Commission believes that to simply adopt a "no detrimen.-
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test as suggested by the Applicants or a •net benefits· standard as suggested by CURB is :too 

simplistic. Utility mergers and acquisitions are complex transactions that affect both 

ratepayers and shareholders for many years to come and have significant Implications for the 

utility service to be provided. Consistent with Its mandate in approving the Initiation of utility 

service as set out In K.S.A. 66-131, the Commission concludes that mergers and acquisitions 

should be approved where the applicant can demonstrate that the merger or acquisition will 

promote the public Interest. In determining whettwr a transaction promotes the public 

interest, the Commission looked to the variety of sources presented by the parties in. their 

testimony and briefs. The Commission adopts the following 11st of factors It will weigh and 

consider in determining whether the proposed transaction promotes the public interest: 

a. The effect of the transaction on consumers, including: 

( i ) The effect of the proposed transaction on the financial condition of the 
newly created entity as compared to the financial condition of th&. stand
alone entities if the transaction did not occur; 

( I I ) Reasonableness of the purchase price, including whether the purchase 
price was reasonable in light of the savings that can be demonstrated from 
the merger and whether the purchase price is within a reasonable range; 

(iii) Whether ratepayer benefits resulting from the transaction can be 
quantified; 

( iv) Whether there are operational synergies that justify payment of a 
premium In excess of book value; 

( v ) The effect of the proposed transaction on the existing competition. 

b. The effect of the transaction on the environment. 

c. Whether the proposed transaction will be beneficial on an overall basis to state 
and local economies and to communities In the area served by the resulting 
public utility operations in the state. 

d. Whether the proposed transaction will preserve the jurisdiction of the KCC and 
the capacity of the KCC to effectively regulate and audit public utility operations 
in the state. 
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e. The effect of the transaction on affected public utility shareholders. 

t. Whether the transaction maximizes the use of Kansas energy resources. 

g. Whether the transaction will reduce the posslbllity of economic waste. 

h. What impact. H any, the transaction has on the public safety. 

The Commission believes these factors will allow the Commission to uniformly review mergers 

and acquisitions that may be presented to the Commission in the future while maintaining some 

flexibility to deal with the particular circumstances of each transaction. Additionally, these 

factors wlll provide utilities contemplating a merger or acquisition with a standard that will be 

utilized to review any contemplated transaction. The Commission will evaluate the proposed 

KPUKGE merger in light of the standard set out above. 

VI. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS ON THE MERITS 

A. THE REGULATORY TREATMENT OF THE AP 

1. Nature and Leyef Qf the AP 

Under the terms of the proposed merger, the total value of the transaction is $1.032 

billion. (Tr. p. 1138) Applicants have estimated that at $32/share, KPL will pay a $388 

million AP to acquire KGE. (Tr. p. 467 and 1138) The consideration to be paid for KGE 

common stock is composed of both cash and stock components. The cash component of the 

consideration is capped at $434 mllllon. The stock component of the consideration is dependent 

upon the market price of KPL common stock. (Tr. pp. 966-967) As Initially estimated, the 

stock component of consideration will be $558 million.1 

The total stock consideration to be paid is dependent upon the average market price of 

KPL common stock during a period before the close of the transaction. Applicants established a 

1 KPL will also pay approximately $20 million to retire KGE preferred stock and Incur 
approximately $20 million In transaction costs. 
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price ·collar" ranging from a low of $20.00 to a high of $23.75. (Ex. 1, p. IV-2) The number 

of KPL shares that wlll be Issued In consideration for KGE will depend on the price of the· KPL 

stock, so long as it Is within the target price collar. (Tr. pp. 1041-1042) As long as the 

average market price of KPL common stock Is within this range during the relevant period, the 

total value of cash and stock consideration for KGE common stock will be $32/share. However, 

H the average market price of KPL common stock goes above or below the limits in the price 

•conar: then those KGE common stockholders "1~0 1.ue receiving some or all of their 

consideration In KPL common stock will receive total value more or less than $32/share •. If the 

total consideration that Is given to KGE shareholders Increases due to average market price, the 

result will be an increase in the AP. (Tr. p. 575) lf the AP increases, the effect Is an increase 

in the level of savings that will be needed in order to recover the AP. (Tr. p. 1044) During the 

hearing, estimates were that for every $1 the average market price of KPL common stock rises 

above the upper limit of $23.75, the Increase in stock consideration would be approximately 

$25-26 mlllion. {Tr. p. 576 and 1045) Under the transaction as structured, the specific 

amount of the AP cannot be determined until the actual date of the transaction when the two 

companies are merged together. {Tr. pp. 1197-1198) If the book value of KGE decreased or 

the costs of the transaction Increased, the AP would increase. (Tr. p. 1162) 

2. Iba par1;es• Positions on the AP 

Applicants argue the $32/share offer Is reasonable. {Apps. br. at 28) A variety of 

prices were discussed with First Boston In arriving at the $32 offer price. (Tr. p. 1037) 

Applicants contend that a number of circumstances, Including the hostile takeover bid, 

compelled a premium and that KCPL's offer had to be overcome in order for any offer by KPL to 

succeed. (Apps. br. at 29) KPL argues the unique factor In this merger situation which led It to 

believe that a cash premium would be appropriate or necessary was the fact that KCPL made a 

hostile tender offer of $7 over book value. (Tr. pp. 1973-1974) KPL did not believe they 
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could win a competitive bidding situation with a $31 offer. based on their analysis of the 

competitor's capabllltles. (Tr. p. 795) Applicants Indicated at the time of the offer from KCPL. 

KGE was trading at apprc,xlmately $19 per share which was a 52-week low. Immediately after 

the KCPL tender offer. the share price went above $24. The book value of KGE was 

approximately $20 per share. Applicants admit that no negotiations had taken place to arrive at 

the proposed $32 share price offered by KPL. and there was no bidding proc.ess. (Tr. p. 396. 

398) 

Applicants also argue the price offered for KGE was not casually determined. (Apps. br. 

at 4) Applicants contend that KPL offered $32/share because KPL concluded lhat the merger 

would create at least that much value and that $31/share would not succeed. (Apps. br. at 29) 

Applicants argue the 62 percent premium over book value could be justified because the 

combined company wlll result In a company more valuable lhan the two separa1e companies. 

The same service in the same volumes and quality can be produced for less money. For this 

reason, Applicants contend the assets used to produce those services are WOf'1h more. (Tr. pp. 

522-523) Applicants contend the unique synergies of a KGE/KPL merger are only recognized 

In the merger premium. (Tr. p. 2011) 

Applicants argue the merger benefits cannot be obtained without paying ltMt p1muum. 

(Tr. p. 2008) Applicants claim an AP Is a part of the investment. What Is being acquired Is not 

the premium, but the assets of the KGE. An Investor looks at the extant IO wi,k:tl 1hey believe 

that all future cash flows of the company would result In an Increase to lhe earnings level, and 

to dividends which would accrue to them. They would also look at future price appradaUon. 

(Tr. p. 2186) Applicants claim the level of savings achievable from the merger depends on the 

amount KGE shareholders are paid for their shares. because ff KGE shareholders are not paJd • 

fair price, the merger will not occur, thus the savings wRI not occur. (Tr. p. 1993) 
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Applicants indicate that the whole premise of KPL's proposal was recovery of the AP 

through cost savings. Applicants contend no harm will result from payment of the premium to 

customers who are the beneficiaries of the merger. (Tr. p. 2033) Applicants contend the 

measure of reasonableness is a comparison of the AP with the merger savings and in this 

transaction, merger savings exceed the AP. (Apps. br. at 30) 

Staff argued that the $32/share off er has absolutely no relationship to benefits 

Applicants claim will arise from the merger. (S!nff hr. at 11) Staff argues neither KGE nor 

KPL were concemed with the value of the benefits the merger would produce. Staff argued KGE 

was concerned with gaining the highest premium possible for its shareholders and KPL was 

willing to pay whatever premium was necessary to win the bid. (Staff br. at 11) 

Staff points to several facts they believe reveal that KPL was not bidding for savings, but 

rather to win the bid. First, there were no negotiations regarding the offer price. The offer 

price of $32 was KP L's only offer to KGE and was not a negotiated price. (Tr. p. 1025, 1070 

and 2022) The offer price contained elements of both a winning bid and a financial value 

approach. (Tr. p. 1027) Second, KPL's Investment banker did not make an Independent 

evaluation or appraisal of KGE's assets. The asset valuation for KGE's assets Included In KPL 

arriving at their offer price was the book value of those assets. (Tr. p. 1028) Third, 

Applicants made It clear that KGE's performance would have no effect on the offer price. (Staff 

br. at p. 11 • 12) The offer price was not linked directly to the attainment of any specified 

return on common equity. (Tr. p. 1029) Staff also claims the fact that the IOtal compensation 

10 be paid to KGE common stockholders may fluctuate with the market price demonstrates that 

the premium KPL has agreed to pay has no relationship to the savings. (Staff br. at 15) 

Additionally, the costs associated with expenses other than financing would nonetheless be 

amortized as part of the premium. (Tr. pp. 1956-1957) 
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Staff argues h would be in the bast interest of customers and utilities if the Commission 

would establish a policy on APs In utility acquisitions. Staff contends that with an established 

policy utilities would know what to expect with regard to any transaction Involving an AP. (Tr. 

p. 1405) The general policy would be the starting point, and some case-by-case determination 

may be necessary. (Tr. p. 1406) 

CURB argues that the price KPL offered for KGE is excessive and unjustifiable because it 

is the result of reactive conduct. (CURB br. at 22-23} CURB points to Applicants' testimony 

that, but for the takeover attempt by KCPL. KPL's merger proposal would not have been made. 

CURB also refers to statements that the merger was a •fallour of KCPL's takeover attempt. 

(CURB br. at 24) CURB argues the reactive and defensive nature of the merger proposal 

resulted in a merger application that was put together hastily, between mid-August and late 

October 1990, without thorough considerations and poorly supported. (CURB br. at 27-28) 

Because of the reactive and defensive nature of the merger proposal, CURB contends the 

$32/share offer cannot be Justified. (CURB br. at 37) 

Vulcan argues there is little debate that the KPUKGE merger application was triggered 

by and was a reaction to KCPL's hostile takeover attempt. (Vul. br. at 33) Vulcan contends the 

AP is nearly sixty percent (60%) over book value of KGE common stock at the time the 

application was filed. Vulcan states this substantial AP represents approximately one-third 

(1/3) of the combined equity of KPL and KGE; approximately nine percent (9%) of the total 

assets of the combined companies; approxlmately eleven percent (11%) of the capitalization of 

the combined companies; and approximately thirty percent (30%) of the equity of the combined 

companies. (Vul. br. at 33-34} 

Vulcan argues it is. clear that the $32/share offer for KGE common stock was never the 

subject of negotiation between KPL and KGE, was determined without any Input from KGE, and 

was KPL's only offer. Vulcan argues that while KPL may have previously expressed a concern 
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about avoiding a large AP, these concerns did not dissuade KPL from participating .in &•bidding 

war with the intent of submitting a preemptive winning bid that resulted In a substantially 

larger AP. (Yul. br. at S6) Vulcan also expressed concerns regarding the potential for the AP 

to Increase as a result of the manner in which compensation for KGE common stock was 

structured. Vulcan notes that KPL Is not proposing to put a cap on the AP at $388 mlllion. 

(Yul. br. at 37} 

Unlike other lntervenors, United Cities argues the Commission should not adopt a generic 

policy regarding the treatment of the AP, but review each merger and acquisition on a case-by

case basis to determine the criteria under which the AP will be allowed. (U.C. br. at 1) United 

Cities contends the weight of the evidence before the Commission supports the position that a 

case-by-case determination best serves the public interest in matters relating to utility 

acquisitions and the Commission should not adopt and implement a generic rule or policy in this 

case to be applied to future utility acquisitions. (U.C. br. at 8) 

Applicants argue costs that produce benefits, whether in the form of reduced rates, 

improved services, or otherwise, should be borne by those who realize those benefits. APs that 

do not benefit customers should not be paid for by them. (Apps. br. at 46) Applicants argue an 

AP should be allowed when the transaction produces benefits in which ratepayers will share. and 

the transaction would not have occurred without the premium. (Apps. br. at 50) Applicants• 

position Is that their ablllty to capture cost savings wlll bring benefits to consumers. (Tr. p. 

2047} Applicants propose to use savings to offset amortization of the premium and share the 

remaining savings with customers. (Tr. p. 2049) 

Applicants urge the Commission to determine that any merger savings above the level 

required to offset the amortized level be shared equally between the combined companies and 

their customers. (Apps. br. at 46) The estimated savings of $30 million a year will be used up 

by applying $23 million to the amortization of the premium, and the remaining $7 million In 
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savings would be split between ratepayers and shareholders. (Tr. pp. 579-580) This split of 

residual savings between ratepayers and shareholders represents a partial return on the AP for 

shareholders. (Tr. p. 2359) Under Applicants' proposal, If savings are only $10 million In 

1993, then only $10 million would be offset against the AP and the merged company would have 

to absorb the remaining portion of the amortization of the AP for that year. (Tr. p. 2102} 

Applicants argue their proposed treatment of the AP reflects a balance of competing 

goals. (Apps. br. at 46) Applicants contend their propcsal for recovering merger costs is 

appropriate because It puts the risk of achieving anticipated savings on management and 

shareholders of the combined company. (Apps. br. at 4) If cost savings were not sufficient to 

cover amortization, KPL would not receive the full amortization in the cost of service. (Tr. p. 

1149) Applicants argue their proposal for shareholder •recovery or and •return on• the 

premium Is contingent upon the merger generating sufficient savings, which has the effect of 

protecting customers from any negative financial impact caused by the merger. (Apps. br. at 

48) 

Applicants argue that investors by definition accept the risks that conditions will 

continue as is or improve to gain required returns on their Investments, common equity 

investors more than others. Applicants contend shareholders will be asked to approve this 

merger, and no one should be able to preempt that decision. In voting to merge, shareholders 

take Into consideration the expectation of recovering the premium over book. value from merger

related savings. If shareholders take the risks of the transaction, they should also have the 

opportunity to enjoy the fruits of success. (Tr. pp. 1942-1943) 

Applicants Indicate their only expectation ls that the cost of the merger Is recovered to 

the extent It produces benefits. (Tr. p. 1944} The AP serves to motivate management. 

Applicants have made the recovery of the AP contingent on realizing cost savings. Only when 

cost savings exceed the annual amortization of the AP will shareholders begin to directly share 
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In the benefits from the merger. Rates will be directly influenced by an ability to achieve 

projected results. (Tr. p. 2474) Applicants contend a proposal that requests recovery of the 

AP through rates, only to the extent that merger-related savings are available as an offset, Is 

sound public policy. Any significant AP is not a value which should be refunded to customers. 

(Tr. p. 1989) 

3. Staffs Obiections to Proposed Becoveey of the Ac;gu;s;tfoo premium 

Optimally, staff argues the Commission should ,"'iol allow any recovery of the AP. Staff 

contends recovery of the AP is inappropriate under traditional ratemaklng principles which 

establish rates based upon book value, not current market value of utility assets, and the 

Commission has generally denied recovery of the AP. (Staff br. p. 46) Staff also contends If no 

AP is allowed, acquisition prices will decrease. Sellers may still demand a smaller AP to sell, 

but utilities have Incentives to enter Into efficient combinations without recovery of the AP. 

These Incentives come in the form of capturing efficiency savings during periods of regulatory 

lag while strengthening their competitive position. (Tr. pp. 82-83) Staff urges the 

Commission lo set a policy which effectively denies recovery of APs as a rule, and requires the 

flow-through to ratepayers of approximately all merger-related cost savings. Staff urges the 

Commission to make a decision that will discourage unlimited bidding wars that minimize, 

rather than maximize, ratepayer benefits to be realized from mergers and acquisitions. (Staff 

br. at 45) 

Staff asserts that If the Commission decides that recovery of some portion of the AP Is 

appropriate, there must be demonstrable and quantifiable ratepayer benefits at least equal to 

the AP and associated transaction costs. (Staff br. p. 46) Staff argued Applicants have not 

demonstrated that in this case. A utility should be required to prove that the claimed benefits 

can be estimated with reasonable certainty and would not have been achieved without the merger 

before recovery of an AP Is permitted. (Tr. p. 1659) Further, the fact that the AP does not 
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exceed benefits does not mean that the cost Is the lowest cost means of producing those benefits; 

(Tr. p. 1660) Staff contends Its condition would ensure that ratepayers gain at least as much as 

they give up. (Staff br. at 46-47) 

4. loteryenors' QbJect;ons to proposed Recovery of the Acgu1smon Pcemjum 

CURB argues the general rule is that APs are not recoverable from ratepayers. 

However, some state commissions have allowed recovery by including the premium In rate base 

where the acquisition was In the public interest and it prcdiJcsd benefits In which ratepayers 

shared, and where the premium was necessary to bring about the acquisition. CURB argues that 

recovery of the premium should not cost ratepayers so much that it negates the benefits of the 

merger. {CURB br. at 10) CURB argues that because the benefits are uncertain, long-term and 

difficult to measure, If measurable at all, Applicants' proposal for recovery of the premium 

presents significant problems. (CURB br. at 11) 

CURB argues when the winners of a bid pay too much for acquisition of a company in the 

non-regulated sector, the buyers end up with a company whose cost of production Is too great 

versus what the market will pay for their goods. This results in what has been referred to as 

the •winner's curse: where the company Incurs losses often accompanied by the burden of 

heavy debt costs taken on to finance the acquisition. {Ex. 58, p. 15) However, in the regulated 

sector, the consumers are at a much greater risk because some of those costs may be passed 

through to them. Due to lack of alternatives, less elastic demand means the consumers wind up 

paying more than they should. (Tr. pp. 1843·1844) In the proposed merger, the synergies do 

not support the purchase price. and the result Is similar to the winner's curse situation. (Tr. 

pp. 1844·1845) 

CURB argues it is essential for the Commission to establish In this proceeding the level 

of the premium, if any, that will be recovered from ratepayers. {CURB br. at 13) CURB 

contends If the Commission turns the merger down, it should make it clear that the reason Is the 
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magnitude of the AP is disproportionate to the savings that could be achieved. (Tr. p. 1826) 

CURB wams that ff the Commission approves a $388 million adjustment, the recovery of It 

under some circumstalrAs opens the door for other companies to also come In with extreme 

proposals for acquisitions. (Tr. p. 1830) CURB asserts that If the Commission decides that 

ratepayers should pay some part of the AP, only a very limited portion should be allowed rate 

base treatment. (CURB br. at 3) 

Industrial Consumers argue that despite three trn~itional options for regulatory 

treatment of the AP. Applicants propose none individually but a combination of the proposals. 

The three options are: (1) Full rate base treatment allowing •recovery of" the premium as well 

as a •retum on• the premium; (2) allowing •recovery or the premium but not recovery of the 

carrying charges, i.e., the •retum on· the premium; and (3) not allowing recovery at all. (Ind. 

bf. at 31) Industrials argue that under Applicants• proposal, in any year in which savings do 

not amount to at least $23.3 milllon, ratepayers receive no benefits from the merger. 

Industrial Consumers argue that because of the amount of the AP. Applicants must 

recover lh8 AP or the transaction becomes too expensive. The only means available for recovery 

of the AP II retention of merger savings. Industrials contend if the Commission is going to allow 

flCC.Wety of p,emJum, ft must do all 1hat It can to ensure that as much of the savings as possible 

flow directly to ratepayers as quickly as possible. (Ind. br. at 48·49) Additionally, 

lndualnall recommend that Applicants be entitled to recover only the AP and a reasonable 

retum on It and should not be entitled to retain savings beyond this amount. (Ind. br. at 51) 

The only way KPL would be able 10 recover the "return on• the unamortized AP Is if future cost 

savings exceed the revenue requirement associated with the amortization of the AP. If that 

ocx:urs, a portion of lhe merger benefits or cost savings could be viewed as providing a •retum 

on• the unamof1lzed AP. (Tr. p. 1709) 
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Vulcan argues that If utllltles wish to employ a •winning bid" strategy and participate In 

bidding wars, risk should lie with the shareholders and the burden of financing the bid should 

not be on the backs of ratapayers. Vulcan urges the Commission to send a signal to utilities 

desiring to merge that the Commission will not allow recovery of APs from ratepayers. (Yul. 

br. at 37-38) 

Vulcan argues the Commission should condition the merger to deny recovery of the costs 

of amortization of the AP from ratepayers. Vulcan recommends mat Applicants recover or pay 

for the AP from the market place by means of raising equity through the sale of additional 

preferred or common stock. (Yul. br. at 41) In the alternative, Vulcan recommends that if 

annual merger-related savings are at least twice or more of the level of the annual cost of 

amortization of the AP, then Applicants should be entitled to retain savings up to the annual 

amortization of the AP with remaining savings flowed through to ratepayers. (Yul. br. at 42) 

Staff proposed its condition for treatment of the AP with the objective of ensuring that 

ratepayers receive an equitable portion of the savings and that all parties receive significant 

benefits. Under staffs proposed treatment, the Commission would establish a minimum 

relationship of benefits to costs that ensures the combination Is being achieved in a cost efficient 

manner and provide at least an equitable level of benefits for ratepayers. Stsff argues the 

merger as proposed by Applicants does not accomplish this allocation. (Staff br. p. 38) 

Staff argued Its proposed treatment of the AP created by the merger does not create a 

disincentive for utilities to undertake efficient mergers. (Tr. p. 83) Staff contends 

economically efficient transactions will be promoted by applying a consistent policy with 

respect to the AP and flow through of savings. (Tr. p. 84) 

Applicants objected to staffs view that the AP paid In a merger transaction should not be 

recovered. When dealing with a publicly traded company, the selling company will require a 

control premium. (Tr. pp. 1953-1954) There are some companies who could afford to merge 
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without recovering their premium. (Tr. p. 1954) There are cases where the acquiring 

company does not pay a cash premium, but a premium is reflected in the exchange of shares. 

(Tr. p. 1956) Applicants contend staffs framework denying recovery 'of any premium would 

create a double burden for customers by stopping the merger and depriving them of the merger 

benefits. In addition, as a stand-alone company under staffs framework, KGE would need to 

increase rates by $33 million. (Tr. p. 1987) Applicants contend adoption of staffs suggestions 

that the premium not be recovered through rates end that cost savings not be allowed to defray 

the cost of the transactions would not permit the company to complete the transaction, because It 

would undermine the financial viability of the merger. If staffs suggestions are adopted, there 

would be no benefits because there could be no merger. (Tr. p. 1944} Applicants did admit, 

however, If the same benefits can be achieved without paying an AP, then the premium becomes 

meaningless. (Tr. p. 1176) 

Additionally, Applicants argue staffs framework would engender bad public policy to the 

detriment of customers and utility shareholders. (Tr. p. 1983) The framework bears no 

relationship to how the Commission has regulated KGE in the past. (Tr. p. 1983) From 1975 

to 1990, KGE's market price was seldom above book value. In many years KGE's earned return 

fell far short of Its allowed return. KGE shareholders lost $297,870,000 as a result of KG E's 

earned return consistently falling short of its allowed return In those years. Those losses were 

not transferred to customers, as staffs theory would have prescribed. The circumstances were 

not unique to KGE, but Industry wide, and staffs framework has never been used to solve those 

problems. (Tr. p. 1985) Another example of how Kansas regulation has differed from staffs 

framework Is the case of Wolf Creek. where KGE shareholders, not its customers, were assigned 

the risk that Wolf Creek's economic value was less than its book value. (Tr. p. 1986) 
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s. Analysis 

As noted earlier, one of the factors the Commission will consider in evaluating mergers 

and acqui$1tlons Is the· benefits available for ratepayers from the transaction. This Commission 

cannot view transactions that provide no benefits for ratepayers as one that promotes the public 

intarasL To the extant potential benefits for ratepayers are threatened by other elements of the 

transaction, the Commission will determine whether conditions may be imposed to ensure not 

only that the transaction creates a utility in a financially stronger position, but also ensure that 

ratepayers are assured soma share in the benefits of the transaction. The Commission believes 

the following conditions on Applicants' proposed recovery of the AP meet this policy goal. 

Despite Applicants• claims that the basis for the AP was the enhanced value of KGE as 

part of the merged company and the potential for savings, the Commission finds that the basis of 

the AP was not the projected savings. The Commission is persuaded that KPL's $32/share offer 

was the result of KPL's white knight response to KCPL's hostile takeover attempt. The evidence 

Is clear that KPL made the $32/share offer In an effort to win the bid for KGE. The evidence In 

the open hearing as well as the In camera proceeding made It apparent that KPL acted to ensure 

that It would be successful In obtaining KGE. Moreover, It was clear that regardless of the offer 

price per share, the potential savings from the combined operations Identified by Applicants 

would not change. (Tr. p. 1993-1994) In light of the evidence, the Commission finds that the 

AP stemming from the $32/share offer price has a very tenuous relatlon:;hlp to the savings 

Identified by Applicants. 

Because of the tenuous nature of the relationship between the AP and the savings 

identified by Applicants, the Commission cannot allow full recovery of the $388 million 

premium. The Commission has determined that ratepayers should benefit from the merger. 

Ratepayer benefits should not be Jeopardized for the sake of ensuring that utilities are able to 

fully recover the AP they agreed to pay in their efforts to win the bid for the acquired utility. 
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Under Applicants• proposal, the vast majority of 1he benefits resulting from the merger, ,the 

synergles . generated by the overlapplng service territories, would go to recover the AP and 

ratepayers would be left wilh the residual savings, If any. The Commission does not believe 

such a proposal promotes the public interest and rejects Applicants' proposal to recover the 

entire AP out of the savings generated by the merger. 

The Commission can not ensure the recovery of the AP. The Commission can only ensure 

an opportunity to recover the AP. The Commission t31leves 1he appropriate regulatory 

treatment of the AP Is· to tie the potential recovery of the AP to benefits that will be realized by 

ratepayers as a result of the merger. In this case, the amount of the AP to be included In rates 

shall be tied to the savings reasonably projected to be generated by the merger. Applicants in 

future merger cases will have the burden of quantifying benefits that will accrue to ratepayers 

as a resuH of the merger. The Commission will not necessarily limit benefits to operating cost 

savings but will look at a variety of factors in determining ratepayer benefits. For example, 

Utility A Is acquired by Utility B and Utlllty B is able to bring financial strength to make 

improvements to Utility A; Utlllty S may be allowed to Include In its rates an AP commensurate 

with the improvements It was able to effect through Its financial strength. 

In this case where ratepayer benefits are tied to synergies that can be generated from 

cost cutting measures and synergies resulting from the overlapping service territories, to 

identify and quantify savings becomes a critical component of Applicants' bu:den of proof. The 

savings to be generated by the acquisition must be reasonably Identified and capable of 

quantification, otherwise the Commission has no reasonable way to assess whether there are 

benefits for ratepayers. 

B. THE LEVEL OF BENEF"S RESULTING FROM THE MERGER 

Applicants' proposal to recover the AP out of savings and their contention that their 

ability to capture savings will result In benefits for consumers, requires the Commission to 
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scrutinize the projected merger savings and benefits presented by Applicants. Achievement of 

savings appears to be the linchpin for not only recovery of the AP, but also for ratepayer 

benefits. The Commission must be convinced by the evidence that the merger savings levels 

Applicants presented Is reliable enough to ensure the opportunity for recovery of the AP as well 

as provide ratepayer benefits. 

The Commission's Job is not easily completed. The savings estimates presented by 

Applicants and analyzed by staff and several parties span e w'.da mnge of estimates. Because the 

savings are a crltfcal element of the merger as proposed, the Commission must focus on the 

merger-generated savings that are quantifiable and realizable when determining whether the 

Applicants' proposal for recovery of the AP is reasonable and whether the merger provides 

sufficient ratepayer benefits. 

1. AppHcants• Anatysts of Benefits and Costs at the Merger 

Applicants argue their savings estimates are conservative In nature and do not reflect 

the full level of savings and other benefits that wlll ultimately be achieved from the merger. 

(Apps. br. at 13) Applicants contend there are a variety of merger-related benefits that either 

had not been quantified or were Incapable of being quantified. Appllcan1s contend that whUe 

these benefits may not be capable of being quantified, they nonetheleu represent real and 

substantial factors In favor of the proposed merger. (Apps. br. at 14·15) AppUcants argue the 

greatest risk In this case is that the Commission will forego the benefits of the :n•ger by taking 

an overty conservative view of their value. (Tr. p. 1946) 

Applicants Identified six specific areas of cost savings that wlll result from the merger. 

First, Applicants contend the merger will enable the companies to consolidate offices where 

their current service territories overlap. Applicants contend this opportunity Is possible 

because approximately two-thirds (2/3) of KGE's electric customers also receive gas service 

from KPL. Applicants contend the consolidation of field offices to eliminate functlonal 
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duplication will create personnel savings, vehicle savings and facility savings. (Apps. br. at 

19) Second, Applicants contend headquarters operations will be consolidated after the merger 

because the need to perform many executive functions separately will no longer exist, reducing 

the cost of such functions. Applicants estimated that 25 percent of the total corporate positions 

in duplicate functions can be eliminated. (Apps. br. at 19) Third, Applicants contend the 

merger will reduce costs In areas of advertising, insurance, consulting fees and annual audit 

expense. Applicants Indicate special projects involving outsida t:1ipens will be coordinated or 

combined to eliminate duplicative efforts. (Apps. br. at 20) Fourth, Applicants contend the 

merger will enable them to establish one dispatch center to control all generation facilities. 

Applicants contend joint dispatch will result in fuel savings and Improved maintenance 

scheduling. (Apps. br. at 20) Fifth, Applicants contend the merger will eliminate expenses for 

duplicate managemem tools by avoiding repetitive development and operating costs that would 

otherwise have to be Incurred separately by both companies. (Apps. br. at 20-21) Sixth, 

Applicants contend the merger will result in savings In the procurement of supplies and 

reduction of Inventories. (Apps. br. at 21) Savings are projected to consist of both actual 

reductions in costs and avoidance of costs. (Tr. p. 2420) 

Applicants restricted their cost savings analysis to the first five or ten years because 

they contend the level of cost savings that can be achieved in the near term will continue Into the 

future. (Tr. pp. 2193-2194} Additionally, Applicants Indicated that attempling to project 

savings beyond the five or ten year time frame Is highly speculative. (Tr. p. 1079} Applicants 

claim they will effect the majority of Its permanently recurring savings within the first five 

years. (Tr. p. 2110} However, Applicants contend it is reasonable to assume that savings from 

the merger will continue beyond 27 years and even indefinitely. (Tr. p. 1187) By 

extrapolating the estimates out to 27 years, Applicants purported to recognize savings that will 
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continue in perpetuity. (Tr. p. 2198) Applicants claim with their merger tracking proposal, 

cost savings will be Identifiable In the future. (Tr. p. 1946) 

Appllcanti:; did not agree that savings needed to be reviewed on a net present value (NPV) 

basis. Applicants argue that to view the cost savings estimates on a NPV basis, use of a terminal 

value is necessary because merger savings will extend beyond the period of the NPV analysis. In 

essence, Applicants contend that after the period of NPV analysls2 savings do not drop to zero, 

but continue indefinitely. (Apps. br. at 16) 

Applicants argue staff was Incorrect in its selection of 15 percent as the appropriate 

discount rate In determining the NPV of cost savings. Applicants contend the Item being 

evaluated Is the benefits to be received by ratepayers in the form of reduced rates. Applicants 

argue the discount rate, in effect, represents an opportunity cost of capital for utility 

customers. Because it is Impossible to determine the exact cost of capltal for each customer, the 

utilities' after or •net of tax" cost of capital is often used. (Apps. br. at 17) Applicants contend 

that using this methodology. the NPV of cost savings over the next 27 years Is $705 million. 

Applicants contend the NPV of customer benefits with terminal value and after-tax discount rate 

is $251 million. (Apps. br. at 18) 

2. Staff and lnteryenors' Analysis Qf Sayings Projections 

a. Staff's Calculation of Cost Savings 

Staff questioned the credibility of Applicants' savings projections. Staff argues 

Applicants relied upon 1991 budget Information as a starting point for quantifying merger 

savings. Since a budget is only an estimate of future revenues and expenses. and not based on 

2 The NPV analysis utilized by staff and intervenors In this case included a 27-year 
period, the useful remaining life on KGE assets and the amortization period for the AP. 
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actual historical data, the merger savings quantified are essentially estimates derived from 

estimates. (Tr. p. 1455} 

Staff argues that the costs of the proposed merger outweigh the savings to be achieved. 

Staff estimated the NPV of cost savings available to ratepayers from the merger to be $49.7 

million. Staff contends the NPV of total costs of the merger, which staff estimated at $200 

million, exceeded the savings of the merger by approximately $137 million. (Staff br. at 8) 

Staff contended a NPV analysis is appropriate bec~ose the Commission must evaluate expected 

costs and benefits over an extended period of time on an equal value basis and the NPV 

computation calculates a value in today's dollars of future cash streams. Staff argues this 

analysis is particularly appropriate due to the nature of the proposed transaction where the 

costs of the transaction are certain but the expected future savings are uncertain. (Staff br. at 

9) 

Staff also argues that Applicants have not co"ectly identified costs they will Incur in 

order to complete the merger. In several merger savings adjustments, staff contends Applicants 

have in essence netted merger savings and merger costs. (Tr. p. 1465) Applicants have 

estimated merger costs to be $11 million, not including transaction costs estimated by the 

Applicants to be $20 million. (Tr. p. 1466) In addition to the potential for an AP greater than 

$388 million, depending upon the stock market price of KPL common stock, staff claimed the 

executive compensation agreements built into the merger plan may furu,er Increase costs of. the 

merger by up to $9.6 million If covered executives are not retained by the merged company. 

This would have the effect of further reducing ratepayer benefits. (Staff br. at 16) 

The cumulative effect of all of staffs adjustments to the Applicants• 1992-1996 merger

related savings estimate is $35.4 mllllon below the Applicants' estimate. (Tr. p. 1464) In 

summary, staff estimates the net merger savings to be $105 million for 1991-1996, less than 

Applicant's estimate of $140 million. (Tr. p. 1467) 
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Staff analyzed the merger from an overall perspective. The net present value cost.of the 

merger Is $136.6 million. (Tr. p. 1637) Staff utilized a net-of-tax discount rate for 

determining the NPV of shareholder costs and benefits and a gross-of-tax rate to determine 

ratepayer benefits and costs. Staff argued that to the extent that shareholders bear the costs of 

the acquisition debt by not obtaining a full return on the unamortized portion of the AP. they 

will receive a tax deduction for non-recovery of Interest. Because the merged company will 

lose the tax benefits associated with operational expsr.s.;;s that are eliminated, the net effect Is 

that the claimed benefits must be reduced by the amount of lost tax benefits. (Staff br. at 9· 

10) 

b. CURB's Calculation of Cost Savings 

CURB argued the merger costs, which are fairly certain, are excessive In relation to the 

benefits the merger creates. (CURB br. at 15) CURB argued the merger should result In 

savings, but In an amount substantially less than the $388 million AP being paid for KGE. A 

long-term savings forecast based on the Applicants' savings assumptions yields a net savings 

estimate of $398 mllllon, an amount Insufficient to support the tax effects and recovery •of" 

and •on• the AP. CURB urges the Commission to reject the merger due to Insufficient savings 

and Increased risk to ratepayers. (Tr. p. 1762) 

CURB argued the company's valuation of the projected savings were not strongly based. 

(Tr. p. 1848) In Its analysis, CURB took Issue with Applicants' estimates of cost savings In the 

areas of personnel savings, vehicle savings, facility savings, dispatch and operations, inventory 

and purchasing, and savings from operating systems. (CURB br. at 41-54) CURB estimated 

that under their •confident lever estimate, the merger would create savings amounting to $243 

million on a NPV basis. CURB performed a long-term cost benefit analysis based upon 

Applicants• savings assumptions. CURB's forecast revealed a NPV gross savings of $408 

mlllion that would require the Applicants to spend $9 million on NPV basis for new programs. 
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This results In net savings of $398 million on NPV basis. (CURB br. at 39} CURB utilized, In 

its NPV analysis, a discount rate to reflect the standard after-tax cost of capital to a utility 

company, which CURB asserts Is an approach often used In the evaluation of utility Investments. 

CURB noted that arguments could be made for use of other discount rates in the NPV analysis. 

(CURB br. at 16} 

c. Industrial Consumers' Calculation of Cost Savings 

Industrial Consumers argue that under Applie.1nts' JiH7.posal, they will not earn a return 

on the unamortized portion of the AP. Industrials argue these substantial unrecovered carrying 

costs will exceed the amount of the AP over the 27-year amortization period. (Ind. br. at 12) 

To evaluate the merger on a common basis, it is necessary to discount the costs and benefits to a 

present value. (Tr. p. 1717) Industrials estimated that, using Applicants' savings estimates 

and proposed capital structure, the unrecovered carrying costs associated with income tax 

requirements will be $72.7 million. From 1992-1999, Industrials estimated the AP plus 

associated carrying costs will exceed Applicants' estimate of savings by $324.5 million. 

Industrials argue that if Applicants' estimated savings do not materialize, the unrecovered costs 

will be even greater. (Ind. br. at 13) 

d. Vulcan's Calculation of Cost Savings 

Vulcan argues that the financial projections of the combined company are heavily reliant 

upon initially assumed conditions and based In part on unrealistic and optimistic assumptions 

and projections. In combination with merger-related savings and revenue requirements for 

amortization of the AP, Vulcan contends the resulting overall financial scenario ls neither 

attractive nor supportive of the proposed merger. (Vul. br. at 23-24) 

e. Applicants' Rebuttal to Objections to Savings Estimates 

Applicants argue that CURB and staff have recognized that the combination would 

generate savings for customers and society in general. but contend the cost savings are 
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understated by them. (Tr. p. 2465) Long-term cost savings and customer benefits identified 

by staff ($217 million and $49.7 million, respectively) and CURB ($243 million and $43.7 

million, respectively) are wrong because both have greatly underestimated the cost savings 

which can be expected to occur as a direct result of the merger. (Tr. p. 2164) Applicants 

claim the merger-related cost savings estimates submitted by staff do not recognize the full 

range of benefits which can be expected as a result of the merger. and the testimony submitted 

by CURB greatly underestimates the savings levels. (Tr. pp. 2137-2138) Applicants contest 

the adjustments proposed by CURB and staff are, for the most part. not based upon the empirical 

analysis conducted by KPL and KGE, but rather are the result of difference In opinions. 

Applicants assert that CURB's testimony in particular is arbitrary and unexplained and the 

adjustments made by staff amount to no more than second-guessing of management. (Tr. p. 

2139) 

Applicants argue staff's calculation is flawed because a terminal value of the cost savings 

is not included, the discount rate used is inappropriate, and the analysts does not recognize 

additional benefits which can be anticipated over the 27-year period analyzed by the staff. (Tr. 

p. 2165) They also argue CURB's determination of long-term cost savings and customer 

benefits is flawed because CURB has Improperly excluded a terminal value of cost savings and 

therefore has totally excluded savings which can be expected to occur long after the AP 

amortization period is over. (Tr. p. 2172-2173) Additionally, Applicants claim CURB's 

projections of the cost savings, like staff's, Is flawed because it ignores the long-term benefits 

of areas in which savings have been quantified, but for which the specific Items analyzed cease 

to exist during the amortization period. (Tr. p. 2173) CURB's discount rate used In 

determining the NPV of merger-related cost savings and customer benefits is wrong and CURB 

failed to Identify the Increased capital costs that they felt would be passed along to the consumer. 

(Tr. pp. 2174·2175) 
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3. Analysis 

The estimates of the net present value of the total cost savings which might be achieved 

due to the merger varied by a significant range - from Applicants' $705 million to staff's 

$226 million. Staff's and CURB's estimates were significantly lower because of disagreements 

with Applicants' projections on numerous issues, including: how quickly some of the cost 

savings, such as employee reductions, could be achieved; whether some cost efficiencies, such as 

joint dispatch of generating facilities, could be achl,wad In the absence of a merger; and how 

avoided costs, such as development of a new computer system by KGE, should be calculated. 

Furthermore, the differences among the estimates were not just disagreements over the kinds 

and extent of cost savings measures which could be achieved. Significant differences were due to 

several other factors, Including the discount rate used to calculate the net present value and the 

question of whether to use a terminal value to represent savings which might continue beyond 

the 27-year period represented In the analysis. As shown on the following table, if the 

estimates are calculated on a comparable basis with regard to discount rates and terminal value 

effects, the range of differences narrows considerably. 
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(Dollars in millions) 
15% Discount Rate - No termJnaf value 

• Staff 
Appllcants 
ClR3 

226 
276 
162 

Midpoint of range 21 9 
Average of range 2 21 

s,25% o;scount Rate • No 1erm1na1 vatue 

Applicants 4 8 9 
Staff 409 
ClJe 297 

Midpoln1 of range 3 9 3 
Average of range 3 9 a 

11% Discount Rate - No termjnaf value 

Appllcants 4 04 
Staff 336 
Cl.113 242 

Midpoint of range 323 
Average of range 3 27 

9,25% Discount Rate • Terminal value 

• Applicants 
Staff 
ClR3 

705 
577 
405 

Midpoint of range 555 
Average of range s 6 2 

• Proposed In Testimony 

In determining the expected level of cost savings which might be expected from a 

merger, the Commission believes ft must take a cautious approach since the benefits of the 

me,ger to ratepayers will depend on the actual cost savings achieved. At the same trme, It Is 

neither necessary nor desirable for the Commission to determine the anticipated savings for 
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each category of estimated savings or to specifically determine the appropriate discount rate<to 

use. Instead, the Commission finds It more reasonable to use its judgment in arriving at the 

overall cost savings which may reasonably be assumed In determining an appropriate AP. In 

doing so, there are several significant considerations. 

The projections of cost savings are inherently merely estimates of what might occur. 

There Is no objective basis for precisely determining how effectively or quickly the various 

cost savings measures can be Implemented. Although the Applicants may be in the best position 

of projecting what synergies might be achieved through merger of their operations,. they 

obviously have every reason to present overly optimistic estimates of the benefits of the 

merger. Additionally, while the Commission believes that the estimates of CURB and staff may 

not adequately reflect Applicants· incentives to maximize cost savings in order to recover the AP 

and obtain company benefits of any saving$ sharing plan, there is another consideration which 

arises from the Commission's decision in this matter. 

The net present value of the cost savings estimates is significantly affected by the 

projections of how quickly some of 1he measures may be Implemented during the first five years 

of the merged company's operations. Thus, the Applicants' estimated net present value is 

greater because It assumes quicker Implementation during the first few years. As set forth 

below, the actual cost savings which are achieved will not be subject to a sharing mechanism 

until August of 1995. Consequently, the Applicants' estimates of quicker Implementation 

during the first three and a half years should not be given full weight since ratepayers will not 

receive full benefits of any such quicker Implementation. 

The use of a terminal value for calculating the net present value of anticipated cost 

savings may have a theoretical basis Insofar as it Is designed to reflect 1he continuation of cost 

savings for an Indefinite period of time. However, It Is difficult to conclude that all the benefits 

of a merger would, In fact, continue Indefinitely. This requires an assumption that not only wlll 
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there be no Intervening events which affect the merged company's operations but also that·. the 

two stand-alone companies would have continued to operate In their current manner. Since 

changes In technology, regulations, utility Industry structure, and organizational structure of 

both the merged and stand-alone companies could be expected, the Commission does not believe it 

appropriate to give much weight to the terminal value effects of measuring the cost savings. 

For similar reasons, the Commission must view with some skepticism the avoided costs 

components of the Applicants' estimates. As discussed be!Qw with regard to the merger tracking 

system. the measurement of costs which might be avoided is very problematic In that It 

requires assumptions regarding what would happen under hypothetical situations. 

Given all the above considerations, the Commission has decided to give roughly equal 

weight to the three estimates of Applicants, staff and CURB, without Inclusion of a terminal 

value effect, to arrive at a reasonable approximation of the cost savings which might be expected 

to arise from the merger for purposes of an allowable AP. Thus. the midpoint of the various 

estimates at the different discount rates without terminal values from the above table results in 

a range of estimates from $219 million to $393 million. The midpoint of this range Is $306 

million. An averaging of the estimates within each discount rate results in estimates of $221 

million, $327 million and $398 million. The simple average of those estimates Is $315 

million. Consequently, a reasonable range of estimates is $306 to $315 million. The 

Commission finds that a reasonable AP Is $312 million, which is the average of the midpoints 

and also roughly corresponds to a price of $29.50 per share, which Is half of the difference 

between the $27 per share offer tendered by KCPL and the $32 per share to be paid by KPL 

The Commission realizes that the actual AP to be paid by KPL is estimated to be $388 

million and could change significantly, depending on the KPL stock price and the net book value 

of KGE at the time of consummation of the merger. However, the Commission believes that 

ratepayers should be responsible for no more than the reasonably determinable benefits which 
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they can with some certainty expect from the transaction. Consequently, whether the actual AP 

paid by KPL ls more or less than $388 million should not affect the amount recoverable through 

rates. Since the Commission has found that $312 million represents the cost savings which are 

reasonably anticipated from the merger, that Is the AP which wlll be permitted, subject to the 

allocation procedures discussed below. 

Atthough the Commission consequently finds that $312 million Is the net present value 

of the reasonably expected benefits of the merger ;,:; m!epayers, that does not end the analysis. 

Several of the parties have argued that it Is Insufficient for the merger to merely result .In no 

harm or have minimal net benefits. They suggest that the Commission should ensure that 

substantial benefits accrue to ratepayers as a result of the merger. If it Is to be approved. The 

Commission agrees. Allowing recovery of an AP equal to the expected cost savings would result 

in no significant benefits to ratepayers. The Applicants have proposed recovery of the AP 

through a straight line 27 -year amortization without carrying charges. The absence of 

carrying charges on the AP of $312 million which we have decided to allow would, of course, 

provide benefits to ratepayers since the net present value of that manner of AP recovery would 

be less than the $312 million net present value of cost savings. However, the Commission does 

not believe that that level of benefits to ratepayers is sufficient. Instead, the Commission 

believes that an amortization period of 40 years, without carrying charges, Is more 

appropriate and Increases the benefits to ratepayers to reasonable levels. 

Although staff suggested that the Commission should establish a minimum standard for 

approval of proposed acquisitions and mergers which would require a sharing of realizable 

ratepayer benefits at least equal to the costs of the transaction, the Commission declines to adopt 

a hard and fast numerical rule. In the present case, the result of extending the amortization 

period for the $312 million AP to 40 years is that the annual level of amortization Is 

approximately $12.67 million, including income tax impacts, rather than the $23.4 million 
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which would have raauhed from the $388 million AP proposed by Applicants. The Commission 

believes that under the sharing mechanism discussed below this merger will result In 

substantial ratepayer beneffls. This is due not only to the fact that the net present value of· the 

$312 mtllion AP amortized ewer 40 years is much less than the value of cost savings but also 

because the lower annual amortization amounts will allow for greater cost savings to be shared 

with ratepayers. 

It will be necessary In the next rate case to allor..ato rr:zrger savings and the AP between 

KPL's gas and electric operations and among the Jurisdictions In which It operates. 

4. Timing of the Amortization 

Applicants propose that the premium be amonized and included in KPL rates over a 

period of years representing the average remaining life of KGE assets. {Tr. p. 523) Applicants 

urge the Commission to determine that the premium will be amortized over a 27 -year period 

and that recovery of the amortized amounts will be allowed only to the extent of off~setting 

merger savings. 

Applicants also request that the Commission delay Initiating amortization of the AP until 

the next general rate filing. at which time both the cost recovery and the cost amortization 

would begin. {Tr. p. 1151) Applicants contend under their proposal, there will be no 

Immediate rate Impact on the customers of either system as a resun of providing for recovery 

of the AP. Applicants contend the costs associated with the acquisition would not Immediately be 

reflected In rates, and these costs will not impact rates until after the first general rate 

hearing. (Tr. p. 1150) 

Staff opposed Applicants· proposal to delay amortizing the AP until after the first rate 

case. Staff argued that because the merged company will begin generating savings Immediately. 

and Applicants have claimed savings are currently being generated, the amortization of the 

premium should begin. If at all, immediately to correspond with the timing of benefits. Because 
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savings begin immediately, the sharing of those savings should begin Immediately. (Tr. p. 

1489) Otherwise, staff claims, savings accumulated between January 1992 and the time when 

the first post·merger rate case Is filed in 1993 would go entirely to the company. (Tr. p. 

1488) Using Applicants• estimate, staff contends nearly $10 million in cost reductions will 

result from the requested merger In 1992, and $26 million in 1993, all of which would be 

retained by Applicants. (Tr. p. 1647) Staff contends it Is equitable for amortization of the AP 

and sharing of cost savings to be simultaneously Implemented into rates Immediately. (Tr. pp. 

1652·1653) 

CURB argues that If the Commission accepts Applicants' proposal for recovery of the AP, 

amortization of the AP should begin immediately to preserve savings generated Immediately 

from the merger for ratepayers. CURB contends that delay in initiating the amortization of the 

AP provides Applicants with the opportunity to recover the entire premium. CURB contends 

immediate amortization is more equitable and with immediate amortization, costs and savings 

are matched. CURB notes that deferring the amortization of the AP Is worth abou1 $31 million 

to Applicants. (CURB br. at 11) 

Industrial Consumers contend that if Applicants are allowed to defer the amortization of 

the AP until the first rate case, Applicants wlU retain all savings that accrue during this time 

period. Industrials argue that If Applicants do not adopt new rates untll 1993, cost savings 

totalling $36 mllllon In 1992 and 1993 will be retained by shareholders and not used to offset 

the costs of the AP. (Ind. br. at 39·40) Additlonalty, Industrials contend that because 

Applicants did not propose any mechanism for annual true-up, Applicants will retain all 

savings in excess of those demonstrated at the last rate case until a new rate case is filed. (Ind. 

br. at 40) 

Vulcan contends that Applicants' proposal to defer amortization of the AP until new rates 

are placed In effect allows Applicants to retain alf merger-related savings up untH the lime of 
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the issuance of the Commission's order in the first rate case. Based upon Applicants· 

projections, Vulcan claims this will mean Applicants' will retain $1 o million In net savings In 

1992 and approximately $13 million in 1993. (Vul. br. at 26) Vulcan contends there is no 

reason to defer amortization of the AP. especially if Applicants are claiming that merger savings 

will be generated Immediately after the merger. (Vul. br. at 27) Vulcan contends it is clear 

that deferral of the amortization of the AP was proposed for the purpose of substantially 

assisting the newly merged company in the firnt faw years of operation when the pressure will 

apparently be the greatest. (Vul. br. at 28) Vulcan recommends the Commission prohibit 

deferral of amortization of the AP. (Vul. br. at 41) 

The Commission believes that ratepayers should share in merger savings as soon as 

practicable; however, the Commission must be cognizant of the need for the Applicants to have a 

sufficient opportunity to begin capturing savings so that unexpected events will not frustrate 

achieving the savings or sharing the benefits. The Commission believes it is reasonable to allow 

Applicants to defer amortization of the AP until savings are sufficient to cover the annual 

amortization of the AP. Estimates by the Applicants. staff and CURB Indicated that savings would 

increase each year commencing in 1992, and would reach a consistent level by 1995. Evidence 

presented by the Applicant indicated that savings should approximate $30 million annually by 

1995. Accordingly, the Commission believes that amortization of the AP should commence in 

August 1995. 

The Commission also believes that ratepayers should receive the benefit of savings 

accruing prior to August 1995. To that end the Commission finds that Applicants KPL and KGE 

shall be precluded from filing for rate relief until January 1, 1995, and new rates shall not 

take effect untll August 1995. KPL shall not seek general rate relief for Its gas operations untll 

January 1995, and new rates shall not become effective unlll August 1995. The moratorium 

shall not apply to Docket No. 176,716·U or Docket No. 176,268-U, nor shall It appty to rates 
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ordered and approved by the Commission resulting from safety improvements subsequent to the 

issuance of this order. Furthermore, to enable ratepayers to share the savings that will accrue 

prior to commencement of the amortization in August 1995, a rate moratorium shall be 

imposed. The Commission has previously determined that rate stability Is a legitimate public 

policy goal and finds that synergies resulting from the merger will allow the Commission to 

implement that goal. In addition, refunds shall be issued to customers as set forth in the 

findings and conclusions, .lnfm. 

C. ANALYSIS OF APPLICANTS" REMAINING PROPOSALS 

1. Eyafuat;on of Agpncants' Proposed Merger Tracking System 

This issue presents another aspect of the Commission's savings analysis. To the extent 

Applicants are allowed to recover the AP out of merger savings and to the extent ratepayers 

receive benefrts, the Commission is confronted with the issue of a mechanism to measure the 

savings as well as any unforseen costs which may occur over the course of the amortization 

period. Applicants' merger tracking proposals drew heated opposition from the parties for 

which Applicants accepted some responsibility because they were unable to develop a tracking 

system In time to include in their direct testimony. (Apps. br. at 53) 

a. Applicants' Proposed Tracking Mechanism 

Applicants presented a merger tracking mechanism which they claim Is Intended to 

gather data, capable of being audited, that supports the cost reductions caus"d by the merger. 

(Apps. br. at 53) KPL has begun to develop a system to track costs and benefits of the merger. 

The completed system will provide a comparison between actual costs Incurred by the merged 

company In a given period and the costs which would have occurred had the companies continued 

to operate separately In that period. (Tr. p. 975) Applicants propose to use June 1990 as the 

starting point for purposes of tracking merger-related savings. (Tr. p. 2114) 
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Applicants argue the merger tracking proposal will show the difference between what 

occurs as a result of the merger and what would have happened on a stand-alone basis. (Tr. pp. 

1065-1066) To show there are merger savings, KPL will have to demonstrate that the cost of 

providing service after the merger is lower than they otherwise would have been on a stand

alone basis. (Tr. pp. 2037-2038) KPL will have the burden of making that showing. (Tr. pp. 

2037-2038) KPL contends the cost of service for the merged company, if compared with the 

stand-alone companies, would be less. Applicants claim 1hey can be very definite about the level 

of cost savings over time with the cost tracking system. (Tr. pp. 2053-2054) Applicants also 

indicated there will be costs to Implement the Integration of the companies. (Tr. p. 2501) 

Applicants set out the following principles that underlie the tracking system: 

i ) A benchmark of June 30, 1990, which Applicants contend is the end of the 
accounting period that most closely reflects the status of the companies prior to 
any decisions being made in contemplation of the merger, against which cost 
savings would be measured. 

11 ) A process to Identify the Impacts of the merger by Integration Planning Teams. 

ii I ) A process to distinguish between merger and non-merger related events. 
Applicants propose the criteria for making this determination include whether 
the cost savings is permitted by the merger and allows the companies to reduce 
costs through elimination of redundancies, achievement of greater economies of 
scale, the more efficient use of assets or use of more efficient assets, or the 
enhancement of revenues. 

Iv) A process to value these events. (Apps. br. at 53) 

Applicants argue the savings to be tracked and the measurement of those savings will be 

accomplished in the same way that pro forma adjustments or normalization adjustments are 

developed. This particular system has not been used before, but the principles on which it is 

based have. (Tr. pp. 2403-2404) Applicants concede there is a higher level of accuracy called 

for when tracking cost savings in the context of ratemaking than for budgeting or financial 

forecasting. (Tr. p. 2405) 
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Applicants argue the system they propose will accumulate and track the savings that 

result from the merger. (Tr. p. 2382) A total of 54 teams consisting of 100-120 people all 

together wlll revlsw day-to-day events and report them back to the merger savings tracking 

team, at which point they will then be Input into the system. (Tr. pp. 2383-2385) Under 

Applicants' system, each team will be responsible for identifying potential and actual savings 

events resulting from the merger. (Tr. p. 2373) Each team will have reporting forms to 

classify Individual events as merger-related or r.on-merger related events. (Tr. p. 2374) 

Applicants argue the person that Is most knowledgeable about the event will be the person who 

makes the Initial decision as to whether an event is merger-generated savings. (Tr. p. 2387) 

Clear-cut criteria has been established for determining whether a savings is merger related. 

(Tr. p. 2388) Applicants contend potential merger savings are already occurring. (Tr. p. 

2391) 

Applicants indicate that under their system each event will be documented. (Tr. p. 

2392) The possibly thousands of merger tracking forms that the 54 merger implementation 

teams will fill out will create a trail that would be subject to audit by staff at least before any 

rate case, if not more often. (Tr. p. 2413) If the conclusion is that an event Is not merger 

related. then all of the accumulated savings would be re-examined, which Is very easy to do 

since the merger tracking system is event driven. (Tr. p. 2419) Applicants contend the 

merger tracking system could go on indefinitely. (Tr. p. 2422) 

Applicants argue their proposed cost recovery mechanism of the AP would not 

necessarily require specific tracking of the savings for the life of the amortization of the 

adjustment. (Tr. p. 2005) Applicants contend It is practical to track those costs for five or six 

years, because most of the cost efficiencies will be effected In that time frame. (Tr. p. 1067) 

Applicants contend that because merger savings will most easily be identifiable In the early 

years, the tracking system need not be used for the full 27 -year amortization period and at 
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some point In the future some marker or Index system could be adopted to supersede the 

tracking system. Applicants contend the exact form of the alternate procedure need not be 

determined now. (Apps. br. at 54-55) Applicants contend that after tracking savings for three 

to five years, the Commission will be In a better position to assess the appropriate mechanism 

to divide the fruits of the merger among affected groups. (Apps. br. at 55) 

Applicants argue that although Identification of merger benefits would Involve some 

judgment, it is a judgment based on a set of criteria anci has the ability of being reviewed 

through the normal chain of command, up through the schedule of authorizations. and also by 

extemal people including staff and CURB. Applicants contend that under their system, they bear 

the risk of substantiating merger savings, and the Commission ultimately will review the 

propriety of any claimed savings. (Apps. br. at 54) The person who documents an event as a 

merger or non-merger related event will have to determine the degree to which the savings are 

merger related. No estimates have been made with regard to the cost of Implementing the 

merger tracking system. (Tr. p. 2426) Applicants contend it will not create too much of ti 

burden on staff to audit the system. The auditors will only be concerned with those savings 

events that are merger related. (Tr. p. 2423) 

b. Staff's Position on the Merger Tracking System 

Staff argues Applicants have proposed a system that has never been used before 

anywhere. At best, staff contends, Applicants' proposal for a merger lracking system Is 

problematic. Staff argues the proposed merger tracking system attempts to Identify cost 

savings by comparing the merged company's cost of service with hypothetical stand-alone 

companies and would be based upon unverifiable opinions of company management. Because the 

purpose of the tracking system is to determine the difference between what actually occurs and 

what would have occurred on a stand-alone basis, to demonstrate merger savings, Applicants 

will be required to show the cost of service is lower than it would have been for the stand-alone 
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companies absent the merger. As such, it will be imperative to know what costs would have 

been Incurred by two non-existent companies. (Staff br. at 27) 

Staff believes there are significant problems with Applicants' proposed merger savings 

tracking system, including their proposed treatment for the years In which merger costs exceed 

merger savings. (Tr. pp. 1468-1469) Savings would not only need to be tracked In the first 

years after the merger, but also throughout the 27-year amortization period. (Tr. p. 1469) 

Staff contends the merger tracking system, from the inim.nation Applicants have provided, Is 

based on too many unverifiable assumptions and estimates to make It a viable system. (Tr. p. 

1473) Staff argues Applicants' presentation of the merger savings retained by ratepayers and 

merger savings given to stockholders in the application is oversimplified. (Tr. p. 1478) If the 

merger Is approved, Applicants have indicated that there will be a gas rate case filed in 1993, 

at which time Staff would be required to go back and audit every decision made by individuals in 

the company who had Identified merger-related savings. (Tr. pp. 1487-1488) Staff contends 

that while the AP will certainly endure for the 27-year amortization period, It Is less certain 

that the savings from this transaction will endure during that period. (Tr. p. 1508) 

Staff argues that under Applicants' proposal, the Identification process Is necessarily 

extremely subjective. Staff contends there will be no strong objective basis for knowing what 

would have happened absent the merger. (Tr. pp. 1473-1474) Staffs biggest concern 

involves the judgments required in identifying those savings. (Tr. p. 1491) Additionally, in 

order to share precisely 50 percent of merger-related savings with ratepayers, an annual rate 

case, or ·true-up• would be necessary, as savings have been projected to vary from year to 

year. (Tr. p. 1490) 

Consequently, staff argues, Applicants' proposal requires a radical departure from the 

Commission's practice in setting rates. (Staff br. at 27) Staff contends the Commission has 

traditionally set rates based upon historical data adjusted for known and determinable changes. 
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Staff argues that under Applicants• proposal, the Commission will be required to abandon Its 

known and determinable standard for making adjustments to the cost of service by speculating 

about what non-exls1ent companies would do In the future. Staff contends the Commission will 

be required to not only determine the level of savings, but also make a determination as to ·why" 

the savings occurred. A system to objectively determine •why" savings occurred Is simply 

impractical. Additionally, staff argues the subjective evaluations required to determine •why• 

savings occurred. which the Commission will be requitritd to review, will be performed by 

Individuals who are unavoidably biased. regardless of their Intentions. (Staff br. at 28-29) 

Moreover. staff argues auditing the tracking system would require substantial resources 

that would be costly and further reduce savings to ratepayers. (Staff br. at 29-30) Staff 

contends there will be great difficulty In auditing the Applicants' proposed merger tracking 

system. (Tr. p. 1492) Staff argues its review of the thousands of yearly forms reflecting 

subjective decisions of the Applicants will be terribly time-consuming and burdensome. Staff 

believes adoption of a merger tracking system will result in contentious proceedings whflfeln 

the parties will attempt to measure the savings resulting from the merger. (Staff br. at 29-

30) In Heu of the proposed merger tracking system, staff proposed that Applicants be required 

10 WOf1t with all interested parties concerning the development and implementation of an 

alternative merger traddng system to measure merger cost savings. (Staff br. at 59) 

c. lntervenora' Posltk>ns on the Merger Tracking System 

CURB argues Applicants• merger tracking proposal ls Impractical. CURB contends that 

l8Vingl cannot actually be measured, but must be estimated. Additionally. CURB contends the 

pr~ms of estimating savings grow exponentially as time passes. Although the proposed 

mechanism appears to be based upon identlRable •events: Applicants would effectively be 

attempting to construct hypothetical stand-alone power systems for hypothetical stand-alone 

companies. CURB argues that Applicants· proposal Implicitly assumes that KPL and KGE, absent 
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the merger, would continue to exist as they exist today and the companies' cost of service would 

not be affected by changes In technology or other factors. (CURB br. at 56) Moreover, CURB 

contends the range of evidence. analysis and debate will be much softer than that traditionally 

relied upon in determining revenue requirements. (CURB br. at 57) CURB argues the tracking 

system requires the merged company to hypothesize costs for the stan(t.alone companies that no 

longer exist. (Tr. p. 1853) The proposed cost tracking system will add up the series of 

individual adjustments as to what occurred becausb of the merger. It Is difficult to determine 

the savings of events in the negative, that is, If costs are not incurred because of the merger. 

but would otherwise have been. (Tr. p. 1857) The tracking system attempts to pick up all 

savings, but this becomes difficult without a strong objective basis. (Tr. pp. 1858-1859) 

CURB argues the subjective nature of the mechanism will present a vehicle for 

Applicants to bolster their claimed savings and thereby their share of savings. CURB argues 

challenges to Applicants' claimed savings will be difficult, expensive and contentious. (CURB 

br. at 57) The person making the decision in the tracking system would have to be unbiased. 

(Tr. p. 1860) However, there is a built in bias for Applicants to achieve savings, which will 

be recovered dollar for dollar. (Tr. p. 1861) 

Industrial Consumers argued the cost tracking mechanism originally proposed by 

Applicants cannot realistically be Implemented over the next 27 years. (Ind. br. at 34) 

Industrials contend that while the process seems uncomplicated a, first, It is wrought with 

unanswered questions that must be answered for every purported cost savings event. The 

process will be lnflnttely more complex with time. (Ind. br. at 35) Industrials contend the 

individual recording the cost savings events will be forced to hypothesize about what would have 

happened to each company had there been no merger. Additionally, Industrials contend that 

savings resulting from technological changes must not be recorded as being merger related. 
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However, because technological savings will be mixed in with merger-related savings, the 

system as proposed will not be able to distinguish between them. (Ind. br. at 36) 

lnduttrlal Consumers also argued the proposed tracking system would require the 

exercise of substantial discretion on the part of Applicants and consequently, significant 

oversight by the Commission and Its staff. (Ind. br. at 37) Industrials argue that because 

merger-related savings inure to the benefit of the Applicants under their cost-sharing 

proposal, there will be a tremendous incentive for c.ompany officials to err on the side of the 

company. (Ind. br. at 38) Industrials further contend the alternative proposals presented in 

Applicants• rebuttal testimony lacked sufficient detail for the Commission to properly evaluate 

and should be rejected. (Ind. br. at 39) 

Industrial Consumers proposed the condition that Applicants come forward with a 

detailed, well-developed tracking system and prove they have accounted for the difficulties 

highlighted by the parties in the proceeding. These include demonstrating the proposed system 

can account for technological change, remove entries previously designated as merger related 

but no longer such, accurately approximate the actions of the stand-alone companies absent the 

merger, and determine what proportion of additional costs are avoided because the company is 

one Instead of two when expenditures are made. (Ind. br. at 52) 

Industrial Consumers also proposed the condition that Applicants carry the burden 

throughout the tracking period to prove each and every savings that has been recorded as merger 

related, and the burden should never shift to the auditor to disprove a claimed savings. (Ind. br. 

at 52) Industrials also propose the Commission require an annual true-up of savings which 

should consist of an annual audit of merger.related savings conducted by an Independent auditor. 

(Ind. br. at 50) 

Vulcan argues that uncertainty abounds with respect to devising a system to measure 

merger-related savings and that even Applicants, despite their proposals in rebuttal testimony, 
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have not concluded which mechanism should be utilized and made · no recommendation to. the 

Commission. Vulcan contends that the evidence makes it clear that the system as proposed by 

Applicants requires the Commission to determine, hypothetically, the prudent-costs that would 

have been incurred by the two utilities over the next 27 years had the merger not taken place; 

(Vul. br. at 29) Vulcan contends that Applicants' merger tracking system, which is premised 

upon estimating prudent costs of hypothetical stand-alone companies for the next 27 years is 

speculative, unworkable and inappropriate. Vulcan proposed the condition that all merger

related savings be verified on an annual basis by an independent audit source, the cost of .which 

should be borne by Applicants and not included as an expense item recoverable from ratepayers. 

(Vul. br. at 42) 

d. Analysis 

The Commission rejects the merger tracking system proposed by Applicants. The basis 

of the proposed system Is the determination of the costs that would have been Incurred on a s?and

alone basis had KPL and KGE remained stand-alone entities. This would effectively require the 

Commission to make a finding regarding the cost of service and revenue requirement levels for 

utility companies that ceased to exist. The Commission would be in a position of taking Into 

account any and all events, technological, economic, natural phenomena or otherwise, In 

determining revenue requirement levels for nonexistent companies. The Commission refuses·to 

head down the path in which It will be required to engage in guesswork regarding nonexistent 

companies to determine savings from the merger. Nor can the Commission ignore the 

subjectivity inherent in Applicants' proposal for identifying savings events. The expense and 

time needed to track, quantify and audit the thousands of savings events that Applicants 

anticipate they will identify would represent a substantial cost which would diminish the 

benefits of the merger. Furthermore, the time and effort of staff audits and Commission 
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proceedings regarding the tracking system Is administratively unworkable and undesirable 

given the Commission's limited resources. 

The Commission fully recognizes the need for a mechanism to determine savings levels 

for purposes of allowing recovery of the AP but believes that reasonable results can be reached 

without the burdensome and subjective Intricacies of the proposed tracking system. The 

Commission believes this should be accomplished by use of a benchmark to compare operating 

costs of the merged company with the historic stand aloi1; c.osts. The benchmark should be 

adjusted to reflect changes In costs which would be expected In the absence of the merger so that 

differences In the actual costs from the adjusted benchmark may be presumptively attributed to 

the merger. The Commission therefore finds that the period commencing on July 1. 1989 and 

concluding on June 30, 1990, should be utilized as a pre-merger base year level of operating 

costs for KPL and KGE. The normalized operation and maintenance costs of the two companies as 

stand-alone entities will be quantified. These base year levels will then be adjusted on an 

annual basis. Staff shall utilize the consumer price Index for urban cities or another 

appropriate Index which Is mutually agreed to by staff and the Applicants. The merged 

company's operation and maintenance costs (excluding depreciation, taxes, fuel, purchased gas 

and purchased power or similar items). which will be subject to special procedures, will be 

multlplled by the chosen Index and also adjusted for substantial changes in regulations or 

pertinent laws, e.g., new taxes, fees, or regulatory requirements for any extraordinary event 

that s(gniflcantly affects the merged company and Which the company can clearly demonstrate 

was outside Its control, which Is not reflected in the index. The Commission believes It Is 

appropriate to establish a rebuttable presumption that any difference between the actual cost of 

service for the merged company and adjusted base year levels constitute merger savings. While 

this mechanism will not provide a perfect measurement of the savings generated by the merger, 

the Commission believes the Index mechanism is reasonable. It will provide the Commission 
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with a measuring mechanism while avoiding the guesswork inherent in Applicants' proposal and 

does so with tower administrative burden. 

The Commission directs Applicants, staff and intervenors to meet and discuss the Index 

mechanism that meets the requirements Imposed by the Commission and to provide the 

Commission with a proposed mechanism and procedures by July 1, 1992. If the parties are 

unable to reach agreement by that date, the Commission will establish further proceedings to 

address lhe matter. 

It should be noted that we have excluded fuel and purchased gas and purchased power 

costs from the Indexing mechanism. This is for two separate reasons and requires elaboration. 

Purchased gas costs were not projected to be affected by the merger and will continue to be 

subject to a Purchased Gas Adjustment (PGA) clause in KPL's gas tariffs. Due to the changes 

occurring In the gas Industry, driven in large part by new and proposed Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission rules, lhere Is some uncertainty concerning gas prices so that changes 

in the PGA would not be reasonable at this time. 

However, the Commission has decided to take this opportunity to require the Applicants 

to eliminate their respective Energy Cost Adjustment (ECA) clauses contained in their tariffs 

for electric service. In the last several years. the Commission has approved of such ECA 

ellmtnatlon for other electric utilities and believes it an appropriate time to do the same for 

KPL and KGE. These clauses, Instituted In the mid· 1970S, were designed to allowed for monthly 

adjustments In the fuel and purchased power components of the cost of electricity. Such 

monthly adjustments were appropriate because of the rapid escalations and fluctuations In the 

costs of fuel at the time. However, the existence of the ECAs also lessened the utilities' 

Incentives to keep such costs as low as possible because there was very little lag In recovering 

cost changes lhrough rates charged to customers, as there Is with regard to other costs. Since 

fuel costs are now much more stable and the Commission desires to provide additional Incentives 
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to the utilities to manage their costs as efficiently as possible, It has been eliminating the ECAs 

on a case-by-case basis as the opportunity arose. 

We are 1herefore directing the Applicants, staff and any other Interested party to discuss 

how the Applicants' respective ECAs should be eliminated. The Commission directs staff to 

initiate a separately docketed proceeding to consider the elimination of Applicants· energy cost 

adjustment clauses. under the following guidelines. KPL shareholders will assume the risk of 

not achieving fuel savings from joint dispatch during the mnretorlum period. Ukewise, any 

fuel savings actually achieved during that period wiU go to the shareholders. Ratepayers are 

guaranteed merger benefits during this period by virtue of the moratorium and the ordered 

refunds. In arriving at appropriate fuel costs to Include in KPL and KGE's rates, In lieu of their 

energy cost adjustment clauses. average actual historical generating plant operating statistics 

since Wolf Creek commenced commercial operatJon In September 1985, and estimated fuel and 

fuel transportation costs during the moratorium period are 10 be used. 

If the parties cannot reach resolution whhln a reasonable dme, which we believe should be six 

months at most, they shall report that fact to lhe Commission. 

The Commission's decision to eliminakt Iha ECA. however, also affects how the Indexing 

mechanism discussed above should operala in order to approximate the merger-related savings 

which are due to •joint dispatch.· The cost savings projecled with regard to joint dispatch of the 

Applicants' generating faclllties arise from the more efficient use of those facilities. 

Consequently, the cost savings comes not only from the effects of using less fuel In the future 

but also from the use of less fuel which wourd otherwise be subject to price increases In the 

future. The ECA mechanism which we are eliminating. would, of course, have provided for such 

savings in total fuel and purchased energy costa to be passed on monthly to ratepayers as they 

actually occurred. In contrast. If an Indexing mechanism like that discussed above which 

assumed certain levels of price change were applied generally to fuel and purchased power 
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costs. the savings component associated with price Increases could be overstated and In any 

event would correspond to actual price changes only by coincidence. ConsequenUy, It appears 

that the application of the Indexing mechanism to price changes In fuel and purchased power 

might be too drastic a change from the current existence of an ECA and that some other 

mechanism is necessary which would permit Identification or approximation of joint dispatch 

savings - perhaps involving the application of actual per unit price changes to the quantities 

saved through joint dispatch. We therefore expect that this pert!r.ular area of determining cost 

savings associated with the merger will need special attention from the parties. 

2. &,gncants' 50/50 Sharing Proposal toe Sayings 

a. Applicants' Support for the Sharing Proposal 

Applicants propose that customers and KPL share equally in all cost savings above the 

revenue requirement supporting amortization of the cost of merger. (Tr. p. 524) Applicants 

urge the Commission to determine that any cost savings above the level required to offset the 

annual amortization of the AP be shared equally between the combined companies and customers. 

(Apps. br. at 46) Applicants contend their cost recovery mechanism permits a •return of" and 

•return on• the AP to the extent justified by savings. (Apps. br. at 27) Applicants propose 

sharing savings on a 50/50 basis with ratepayers for succeeding years after the Initial rate 

case. (Tr. pp. 2097-2098) One of the components recognized as a carrying cost associated 

with a utility Investment Is a return on Investment. A return on Investment is <?ften calculated 

for purposes of determining what the return component might be; and In terms of looking at a 

carrying cost, a return amount system Is usually a component of total carrying cost. (Tr. p. 

2314) Applicants contend the proposed treatment of the AP and the sharing of savings above the 

amortization level fully protects customers from any negative financial Impact caused by the 

merger. Applicants contend their proposal places the shareholders on the first line of risk that 
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savings will not materialize because If savings do not materialize beyond the amortization 

levels, shareholders will not receive a return on their Investment. (Apps. br. at 48) 

Applicants argue that while intervenors speculate the proposal could result in pressure 

on the Commission to shift the burden of the AP to customers. the Commission retains all 

necessary authority to protect customers. (Apps. br. at 50) Applicants contend that If the 

division of merger savings results only in a return of 4.5 percent on the AP. then the 

Commission can ensure that this Is all shareholde,s will receive. Applicants contend that 

utility regulation does not guarantee a profit to shareholders. (Apps. br. at 26-27) 

Additionally, Applicants argue that the fact that merger savings may not produce a full return on 

investment does not mean the Commission will automatically increase the combined company's 

authorized rate of return. In view of the financial forecasts for the merged company, Applicants 

argue key financial parameters will be consistent with an ·A· credit rating. (Apps. br. at 27-

28) Applicants are not requesting a full return on the capital required to finance the 

acquisition. (Tr. pp. 1146-1147) Applicants admit that the stockholders are foregoing a 

return on the premium associated with the transaction. (Tr. p. 2315) However, for the period 

from when a rate case Is filed until the next rate case is filed, Applicants concede one effect of 

their proposal could be that the company retains all savings that are in excess of those which 

were proved In the rate case. (Tr. p. 2098) 

b. Staffs Objection to the Sharing Proposal 

Staff argues the proposed sharing mechanism creates an Incentive for the merged 

company to overstate merger savings. Staff contends that while the sharing mechanism provides 

a high degree of motivation to achieve the cost savings, the Incentive Is a double-edged sword and 

there will be a temptation to overestimate savings in the regulatory arena. (Staff br. at 25-

26) Additionally, the savings that would be shared with shareholders are effectively savings 

that would otherwise reduce the company's cost of service to ratepayers. (Tr. p. 1200) Staff 
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argues that under Applicants' proposal, rates would not be based on historical cost of service, 

which is the traditional method for setting rates in Kansas, but on some level of costs that 

includes historical cost of service plus some level of •phantom· costs which represents 

recovery of the AP and Applicants' 50 percent share in the residual savings. Staff argues that 

Applicants have a clear Incentive to claim as many •phantom• costs as possible so they can 

retain revenues from their share of the cost savings, which would be imputed to rates. Staff 

contends Applicants face temptation to both overestimate the cost savings that are actually 

achieved or mischaracterize actual cost savings that are not merger-related. (Staff br. at. 26) 

Staff also argues the Applicants' ·sharing• proposal creates incentives for Applicants to 

focus on merger-related savings, which would be shared with shareholders, at the expense of 

other cost savings efforts that would go entirely to ratepayers. Staff contends major resources 

have already been devoted to the merger tracking system and Applicants would be further 

preoccupied, If not driven, by merger-related matters if the merger is approved. (Staff br. at 

30) Staff argued that Applicants' responses in the hearing make it apparent that Applicants are 

not interested In pursuing non-merger related cost savings, which must flow directly to 

ratepayers. Staff also argues that between the use of substantial resources for the merger 

tracking system and the incentives to legitimately reduce personnel, there could be insufficient 

resources 10 explore other operating efficiencies that would otherwise benefit ratepayers. Staff 

contends such lost opportunities are another cost of the proposed merger. (Staff br. at 31) 

However, staff also Indicated that because the AP will not be Included in rate base for 

ratemaking purposes, the costs of financing the AP will be shifted to shareholders. Staff 

contends KPL shareholders will be harmed to the extent that the equity component of financing 

does not earn a return and interest costs associated with the acquisition debt are not recovered 

from ratepayers. (Tr. p. 1628) Staff contended that shareholders of the merged company will 

incur substantial net costs as a result of the merger, especially In the early years following the 
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consummation of the merger. The shareholder costs assume that the ratepayers will provide the 

recovery of the $388 million AP through annual payments of $14.3 mllllon before Income 

taxes. Shareholders will also receive one-half of the excess merger savings over the 

amortization of the AP. If the Applicants do not receive Commission approval of either of these 

requests, shareholder costs under Applicants• proposal will increase. (Tr. p. 1636-1637) 

c. lntervenors• Positions on the Sharing Proposal 

CURB contends that using Applicants' pmJ'3ctions, no merger benefits would be reflected 

In rates until the second year and benefits for each of the first five years are Inadequate to 

achieve full recovery of the amortization of the investment plus provide a full return on It. 

{CURB br. at 19) CURB argues that using Applicants• savings estimates and the 50/50 sharing 

proposal, KPL would earn only a 4.31 percent return on its investment over the 27-year life of 

the merger Investment. {CURB br. at 17) Under the 50/50 sharing proposal, the company 

will not achieve a return on investment above 4.5 percent. (Tr. p. 1789) With Applicants' 

projections, CURB contends KPL will lose $220 million after tax, while ratepayers gain only 

$72 million. (CURB br. at 17) CURB contends that using Its more realistic •confident level· of 

savings, KPL will suffer $277 million after-tax loss on investment while ratepayers receive 

only $28 mllllon In benefits. (CURB br. at 17-18) 

CURB argues that If the merged company were receiving a normal return apart from the 

premium, under-performance of Investment would reduce the average return below the normal 

return levels being predicted by Applicants. CURB contends that based upon Its more "confident 

lever savings projections, KPL's return on equity (ROE) is reduced to 9.4-10.7 percent range. 

Earnings per share would fall to $2.03-2.39 range in 1992-96. Assuming KPL would plow 

back retained earnings assumed in Its projections, the amount available for dividends on 
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common stock would fall to $1.42-1.56 range.3 (CURB br. at 20-21) CURB argues this 

results in financial stress which may cause credit ratings to fall. which would Increase 

carrying cost of the premium, which could result In a downward spiral. CURB contends savings 

will have to be $27 million per year greater tn real 1992 dollars for the Investment to earn a 

normal return under Applicants' proposal. (CURB br. at 21-22) CURB contends Applicants• 

inability to earn an adequate return would put pressure on the merged company and the 

Commission to make regulatory determinations that lmp~va earnings. (CURB br. at 35) 

Industrial Consumers argue that Applicants' proposed treatment of the AP and the 

sharing proposal unfairly burdens Kansas ratepayers. Industrials contend that under 

Applicants' proposal, ratepayers cannot recover any benefits from the merger until KPL 

recovers each and every penny of the amount to be amortized each year. Industrials argue that, 

under Applicants' proposal, when savings do not amount to at least $23.3 million, ratepayers 

receive no benefits from the merger. Industrials also argue that this proposed sharing ts 

inconsistent with Applicants' proposal in Missouri, where ratepayers share in merger savings 

on a 50/50 basis from the first penny of savings. (Ind. br. at 32-33) 

d. Proposed Conditions to Sharing of Savings 

Staff argues that under Applicants' •sharing• proposal there Is no guarantee that 

ratepayers will receive any benefits because more than $23.4 million in cost savings must 

first be realized before ratepayers have the opportunity to receive benefHs. Staff contends the 

public Interest Is not served unless ratepayers are assured some benefits from the merger. 

(Staff br. at 54) Staff contends sharing of savings from the initial dollar rather than after the 

annual recovery of the amortized AP would ensure ratepayers receive some amount of ratepayer 

benefits regardless of the ultimate savings achieved. Staff proposes that ratepayers receive 10 

3 KPL has made a commitment in its merger agreement with KGE to maintain a dividend 
level of $1.80 per share. (Tr. p. 1025) 
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percent of the Initial $25.7 million in annual cost savings and an increased percentage each 

year thereafter so that the remaining percentage of estimated savings would still recover 

amortization of tile AP. Staff argues under this proposal, Applicants would stJII be reasonably 

assured of recovery of the annual amortization level of the AP. (Staff br. at 55) 

Staff proposes that another alternative Is that all cost savings after annual recovery of 

the amortization of the AP should go to ratepayers until ratepayers receive benefits equal to the 

AP and transaction costs of the merger. (Staff br. at Si6} At a minimum, staff recommends the 

sharing mechanism be 70/30 to recognize the additional ratepayer risks posed by the 

transaction. Staff contends the 50/50 sharing proposal Is premised on Applicants' claim that 

risks of the merger are being borne equally by the company and ratepayers. Staff argues this 

fails to recognize that ratepayers are exposed to significant risks stemming from the fact there 

cannot be absolute guarantees to Insulate ratepayers from additional capital costs: Applicants' 

Incentives to attribute as much costs savings as possible to the merger: an Incentive for 

Applicants to focus their efforts on merger-related savings at the expense of other non-merger 

related savings; and that ratepayers would share in savings only if savings exceed the 

amortization level of the AP. (Staff br. at 56·57) 

Industrial Consumers propose that as a condition of the merger, ratepayers share In the 

merger-related savings from the outset. Industrials contend such a condition would serve to 

dilute some of the harmful effects on ratepayers and would be equitable. (Ind. br. at 48) 

Regardless of the size of the savings between Missouri and Kansas, ff Missouri ratepayers are 

able to share In savings from the first penny, Kansas ratepayers should also be entitled to such 

savings. (Ind. br. at 49) Industrials also propose that ratepayers and shareholders should 

share savings on a 50/50 basis only to the extent that the AP and a return on the AP Is 

recovered. Subsequent to this point In time, Industrials propose that ratepayers receive all 

savings from the merger. In effect, Industrials propose to cap the level of savings Applicants 
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will be able to maintain at a level that recovers the AP and a return on the AP, and any additional 

savings would flow completely to ratepayers. (Ind. br. at 50-51) 

Vulcan proposes that sharing merger savings should occur as follows: If annual merger 

savings are less than twice the annual amortization of the AP, the merger savings shall be split 

50/50 between ratepayers and shareholders. Any difference between the annual cost of merger 

and one-half share allocated to Applicants shall be a loss borne by Applicants' shareholders. 

(Vul. br. at 42) Alternatively, If annual merger sewings are at least twice or more of the 

amount of annual cost of the amortization of the AP, Applicants shall be entitled to retain merger 

savings only up to the annual amortization with the remaining savings flowing to ratepayers. 

(Vul. br. at 42) 

e. Analysis 

The Commission finds that it Is appropriate for ratepayers and shareholders to share 

merger generated savings above the annual amortization level. Sharing savings above the annual 

amortization level will provide Applicants with an opportunity to recover the carrying costs of 

the allowed AP while minimizing the financial pressure on the merged company. The sharing of 

savings wlll commence when the amortization of the AP begins in August 1995 or whenever 

rates go Into effect after the first general rate proceeding filed by the merged company or one of 

f1s divisions, whichever Is later. The sharing of savings will be on a 50/50 basis between 

ratepayers and shareholders after taxes. In light of the Commission's determination to allow 

recovery of only $312 million AP. as opposed to the entire $388 mllllon or larger AP, and the 

decision to extend the amortization period to 40 years, ratepayers will be assured a greater 

level of the savings once amortization begins In 1995. At this time. the· Commission Is not 

allowing the AP to be put in the rate base. The Applicants• only opportunity to earn a return of 

or on the allowed AP will be from merger-related savings. All savings above the allowed 

amortization wlll be shared 50/50 between customers and shareholders. The risk of achieving 
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savings sufficient to earn a return of or on the allowed AP Is entirely on the Applicants. These 

factors, therefore, require that all merger savings, other than 50 percent of the savings above 

the allowed amc,rtlzation, will be excluded from cost of service In determining whether or not 

the merged company Is earning Its allowed return. 

3. Bevised oeprecjat;on Rate tor Jee 
Applicants request that the Commission approve modification of the depreciation rates 

associated with the JEC. The changes are requf,stad based on a recent evaluation of its 

operational life and measures to extend It. Applicants contend that as a result of a recent 

evaluation of the JEC, they are proposing that the service life be extended from 35 to 40 years. 

(Apps. br. at 56) Applicants contend that by giving JEC a 40-year operational life, customers 

will be benefitted by more accurately reflecting expected depreciation levels and providing 

additional cost savings at the time of the merged company's next general rate case. (Tr. p. 977) 

Applicants urge the Commission to approve their request to increase the service life of JEC to 

permit the merger to proceed. (Apps. br. at 57) 

Staff argues the proposed change In depreciation rate at JEC Is totally unrelated to the 

merger and should not be viewed as a ratepayer benefit stemming from the merger. (Staff br. at 

39) Staff contends that If the JEC depreciation rate is modified, then KPL's rates must be 

changed In order to avoid over-recovery. (Tr. p. 1643-1644) This is necessary because any 

reduction in cost of service should result Jn reduced rates for customers. Staff recommends that 

an Independent Investigation be conducted by staff to determine whether the proposed JEC 

depreciation rate change should be Implemented. (Tr. p. 1664} 

Applicants contest staff's position that the increase In service lite and decrease In 

depreciation rate be accompanied by immediate recognition In rates. Applicants contend staff's 

position wholly ignores the September 1. 1991. expiration of deferred tax amortization for 

KPL that will effectfvely Increase KPL's cost of service by $9.3 million annually. Applicants 
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also argue staff's position falls to recognize that the depreciation rate change Is an integral 

component of the overall merger plan. (Apps. br. at 56-57) Applicants argue there Is no rule 

that requires a simultaneous change In service rates when depreciation rates change. They 

agree there is no basis to assume revenues will be excessive after the change occurs. This 

change will have no immediate effect on Applicants' rates, but will tend to reduce them in next 

rate case. Applicants contend the accounting proposals are essential elements of the merger 

plan, and as such the Commission should not chann'J them. (Tr. p 2017) 

Industrial Consumers argue the savings generated from changing the depreciation [ate at 

JEC are not merec related and could occur without the merger. As such, Industrials argue 

these savings str, · J not be considered as merger related and should be flowed through to 

ratepayers current~,. (Ind. br. at 53) 

Vulcan argues that Applicants' proposal to modify the depreciation rate change which 

allows the merged company to achieve $6-6.5 million a year is not supportable unless a 

corresponding change In rates Is made In conjunction with any change In the current JEC 

depreciation rate. Like the proposal to defer the amortization of the AP, Vulcan contends the 

purpose of the proposal to change the depreciation rate for JEC is for assisting the merged 

company In the first few years of operations when the pressure will apparently be the greatest. 

(Yul. br. at 28) 

The Commission approves the change in the depreciation rate for JEC to extend the 

depreclable life to 40 years. While the depreciable life of JEC may be unrelated to the merger, 

the change helps the merged company to maintain Its financial stability during the time that 

savings are getting started. The change promotes the public interest by ensuring the merged 

company has ample opportunity to begin combining operations without putting undue financial 

pressure on the merged company. 
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4. eraposed·s1s MJHiao Rate.Decrease tor KGE customers 

Applicants proposed some changes in accounting conventions for two reasons: (1) they 

will help reconcile the differing accounting methods used by the two companies: and (2) they 

will assist In maintaining the financial profile of the merged company in the period immediately 

following closing by providing temporary benefits. (Tr. p. 976) Applicants proposed to reduce 

rates by $15 million in KGE's service territory subsequent to the merger. Applicants Indicated 

this rate reduction represented a flow-through of cos! ~evings in advance of reflecting cost 

savings in rates after the first rate case. (Tr. p. 1369) Applicants are prepared to offer rate 

reductions in advance of realizing equivalent merger-related savings which would dilute 

earnings and could be seen as negative. The changes KPL is proposing would offset this effectand 

accommodate the merger. (Tr. p. 976) Applicants contend It is easier for the merged company 

to make the $15 million reduction in rates ahead of savings by changes in accounting 

conventions and depreciation rates. (Tr. p. 1074) 

Because Applicants anticipate substantial merger-related cost savings and want to 

immediately share the anticipated savings with customers. the $15 million rate reduction Is 

offered as an Immediate benefit to KGE customers. However, Applicants claim KPL customers' 

electric rates will not be reduced, as they are already paying lower rates than KGE customers. 

(Tr. p. 1369) The $15 million rate reduction is to be implemented when the merger is closed. 

(Tr. p. 1383) 

Staff argues that because Applicants have proposed the rate reduction In conjunction 

with other accounting proposals, the rate reduction cannot be viewed alone. Staff contends the 

change In the depreciation rate for Jeffrey Energy Center (JEC), which amounts to $6.5 million. 

annually, effectively reduces the proposed rate reduction of $15 million to $8.S million. 

Additionally, staff contends Applicants have estimated savings during the first two post-merger 

years amounting to $36 million. Staff argues the $8.5 million reduction would amount to an 
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•advance" on cost savings that average $18 million for each of two years. (Staff br. at 51) 

Staff argues Applicants' proposal Is not financially neutral to ratepayers and effectlvely 

Increases Applicants' revenues by $19 million. {Staff br. at 51-52) 

Staff argues that In order to ensure that the proposed rate reduction actually reflects 

anticipated cost savings, the Commission should require the $15 million rate reduction without 

approval of the depreciation rate change for JEC. Staff contends that an annual rate reduction of 

$18 million would be necessary to approximate the level of cost savings Applicants are 

projecting during the first two years after the merger. (Staff br. at 52) Staff argues that 

although ratepayers are promised a rate reduction, there is no link between the level of 

anticipated savings and the rate reduction. (Tr. p. 1489) Staff argues Applicants proposed 

accounting and ratemaking changes that are independent of the merger and reduce operating 

expenses In excess of the rate reduction offered. (Tr. pp. 1641-1642) Instead of offering a 

rate decrease that reflects merger-related cost reductions, staff argues Applicants have 

proposed a rate reduction compromised of non-merger related events. 

CURB argues that when Applicants filed their direct case, they Indicated that the $15 

million rate reduction would be from rates that KGE was charging when the merger was 

announced. (CURB br. at 54) CURB contends this effectively meant the rate reduction was 

comprised mostly of reductions and refunds already ordered by the KCC but not yet Implemented 

by KGE, and accounting adjustments that had nothing to do with the merger. In Applicants' 

rebuttal case, CURB contends they changed their position and indicated the reduction would be in 

addition to any pending refunds and reductions. CURB argues that according to Applicants' 

estimates, accounting changes alone will save the combined companies $29 million annually. As 

a result, CURB views the proposed $15 million rate reduction as not as good a deal for 

ratepayers as it appears at first glance. {CURB br. at 55) 
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In rebuttal testimony, Applicants stated that if the U.S. Supreme Court denied certiorari, 

and as a result KGE was required to make the $8.7 million refund order In Docket No. 

142,098-U, that the $8.7 would be in addition to the $15 mlllion refund to KGE customers 

offered by the Applicants to KGE ratepayers in their case in chief.4 (Tr. p. 1944) 

The Commission agrees with the staff and believes that the proposed rate reductions must 

be viewed as part of the entire merger package. The Commission agrees with CURB's position 

that the $15 million refund is Insufficient in light of the accounting changes proposed by the 

Applicants. The Commission finds that the Interests of both the ratepayers and the shareholders 

can be balanced. Ratepayers can benefit from rate stability accomplished by Imposing a rate 

moratorium with mandated rate refunds. Shareholders can benefit by deferring the 

amortization of the AP until the savings resulting from the combination of the two entities are 

sufficient to cover the $12.5 million annual amortization of the premium. 

It Is the Commission's desire that ratepayers share In cost savings that will be generated 

by the combined operations of the Applicants during the moratorium, prior to the amortization 

of the AP. To that end the Commission finds that Applicants shall make refunds to KPL and KGE 

electric customers as follows: $8.5 million at the time of closing; $8.5 million In December 

1993; and $15 million In September 1994. The Commission believes that KPL electric 

customers as well as KGE electric customers should share in the rate refunds since the savings 

that occur during the moratorium period will emanate from various cost effic:enctes affecting 

4 KGE's petition for writ of certiorari was denied by the U.S. Supreme Court on June 
17, 1991. See, Kansas Gas and Electric Company v. State Corporation Commission of the State 
of Kansas, Case No. 90-984. KGE and CURB subsequently entered into a settlement agreement 
invofvlng the refund whereby approximately $5.6 million in refunds were agreed to by KGE and 
CURB agreed not to pursue further refunds in that case or Docket No. 164,211-U. The 
Commission approved the settlement by order dated September 11, 1991. 
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both sets of customers. including the joint dispatch of KPL and KGE electric facilities, and from 

the revised depreciation schedule of the Jeffrey Energy Center in the KPL service territory. 

As discussed below, there is currently no firm basis for allocation of the cost savings 

which are expected to be generated by the merger. Rather, the precise allocations will be 

determined In the context of a rate case. Consequently, the allocation of the refunds ordered 

above will need to be made without the benefit of cost of service studies or other guidance. In 

similar circumstances when there is no firm basis for allocating refunds, the Commission has 

found h appropriate to use bOth usage and customers as allocation factors. Thus, it has ordered 

half of the refund amounts to be returned based on customer usage and half on a per customer 

basis. In this case, a similar methodology would be appropriate except that slightly greater 

weight should be given to the usage factor to reflect the fact that the cost savings projected by 

the parties appear to be predominantly in areas which are usage related. 

The Commission therefore finds that the refunds should made to KGE and KPL electric 

customers on the following basis. Each Installment shall first be allocated between the 

companies based on their respective operating revenues. Fifty.five percent of the respective 

resulting amounts shall then be allocaled among that company's customer classes based on usage 

during the most practlcable recent twelve month period, and forty-five percent allocated on a 

per-customer basis. except that no refunds lhaU be paid to customers of either company taking 

service under spacial rate contracts approved by the Commission. This is because those 

contracts already provide rates lower than standard rates as a result of the ability of the 

affected companies to self or cogenerate power. At this time it does not appear to the 

Commission, therefore, that these spedal rate customers should be further benefltted through 

the refunds granted by this order. The Appllcants shaU work with Commission staff In the 

implementation of these refunds and provide a final report and accounting with regard to each 

installment. 
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D. EFFECTS OF THE MERGER ON OTHER ELEMENTS OF THE PUBLIC 
INTEREST 

1. Effects of Merger on CQmpe11t;on Jo Retan Enemy Market 

Applicants argue that customers who receive both gas and electric service from KPL and 

those that receive gas service from KPL and electric service from KGE have a choice between gas 

and electric service, which will remain after the merger. Applicants argue the merger will 

enable both gas and electric customers to choose between two services with a lower price than 

they would otherwise obtain. (Apps. bt. at 43) Applicants argue they do not now operate in a 

freely competitive market. but the prices they charge are regulated by the Commission who 

bases rates on demonstrated cost of service. (Apps. bt. at 42) Applicants argue that If there is 

legitimate compeUtlon between services In KGE's territory, It will continue after the merger 

because of the presence in the Wichita area of several gas suppliers which have service areas 

overlapping KPL's service territory. (Apps. br. at 4S) Applicants contend the merger will not 

change the fact that KPL Is already a dual service utility. (Tr. p. 2487) KGE also believes that 

the wholesale and retail markets are becoming more competitive, with natural gas bel'1i; one of 

KGE's most common competitors. (Tr. p. 895) Applicants contend competition has a chance to 

be enhanced by the merger because savings will be achieved In both gas and electric services 

resulting ultimately In lower rates than would otherwise be achieved. (Tr. pp. 1336-1337) 

Staff argued the proposed merger could enhance the monopolization of Kansas retail 

electric markets by reducing •gas on electric• competition In retail energy markets. The 

merger could also reduce •yardstick• competition. competition for retail loads, and competition 

for franchise territory. (Tr. pp. 95·96) Staff contends the merger has the effect of 

consolidating control of utility service in the overlapping service territory and wllf lnevllably 

reduce compelillon In lhls market. Staff argues that competition works in tandem with 
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regulation to constrain pricing and to the extent competition is eliminated, an ally of regulation 

Is eliminated. (Staff br. at 31-32) 

Staff also argues that because electricity is more capital intensive than gas, a 

combination utility has an incentive to create a more favorable rate/quality/promotions mix 

for eleclricity relative to gas. Staff contends this will increase the consumption of electricity 

and thereby the Incentive to the utility to Increase its rate base and profit by building more 

electric plants. Staff argues the result is that over the ~ng-term, ratepayers will be steered 

toward the more capital Intensive electric service, regardless of whether It is the more cost 

efficient service. (Staff br. at 32-33) 

Applicants argued that staff's concern that the combination of KPL's gas operation and 

KGE's electric operation could have an adverse effect on competition is unfounded. Because the 

prices set for utility services are based on the cost of service as regulated by the Commission, 

the efficiencies achieved from the merger will be translated into enhanced, less expensive 

service for customers. Retail competition will not be reduced by the merger. (Tr. p. 2484) 

The company expec1S both electric and gas customers to benefit from this transaction. (Tr. p. 

2488) 

Applicants also argue that the existence of inherent Incentives in regulation that lead 

utilities to favor capital Intensive electric generation Is a matter of great dispute among 

economists. (Apps. br. at 42) Applicants contend the economic field has historically been spilt 

on the issue of whether there is any empirical support for the Averch-Johnson effect. (Tr. p. 

2129) Applicants also argue the Commission's existing regulatory powers concerning the 

sitting and construction of new facilities give the Commission authority to assure that the 

theoretical bias does not result In an over-expenditure on capital projects. (Apps. br. at 42) 

Applicants· argue prudence reviews, Investment dlsallowances, and requirements that 

regulatory approval be obtained before large utility projects may be Initiated have made the 
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A·J effect Increasingly irrelevant In today's utility environment. (Tr. p. 2131) Applicants 

contend none of the economic arguments raised by staff regarding the A-J effect are of sufficient 

merit to provide any argument against the merger. (Tr. p. 2133) 

The Commission has concluded that one of the most attractive aspects of the proposed 

merger is the potential for synergies that exists. Capturing these synergies will benefit both 

ratepayers and shareholders over the long term. Absent the merger, such synergies would not 

be realized. While staff expressed concern that ths merger would potentially lead to 

Inefficiencies due to diminished Inter-fuel competition, the Commission believes the potential 

for such inefficiencies is outweighed by the synergies achievable under the merger. 

The Commission was not persuaded that combining KPL and KGE would result in 

inefficiencies that would not exist If KPL and KGE remained stand-alone companies. Staff 

produced no evidence of the impact from the potential inefficiencies resulting from the 

consolidation of control of utility service in the market. In contrast, all parties presented 

substantial evidence of the synergies that could be generated due to the overlapping service 

territories of these two utilities. Even assuming there was some evidence of inefficiencies 

resulting from the merger, the Commission believes the substantial long-term benefits from 

the synergies that have been quantified by the parties would outweigh all but the most egregious 

adverse effects of combining the operations. 

Additionally, the Commission is not convinced that over the long term, KPL will steer 

customers towards electric consumption and away from natural gas consumption because 

electric service is more capital intensive and provides greater returns to shareholders. The 

evidence before the Commission Indicated that result may have occurred in studies conducted of 

small utilities, but that was not the case In all combination utilities. Competition may very 

well work in tandem with regulation to ensure there is no anti-competitive pricing, but it does 
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not follow that without competition. regulation will be unable to prohibit anti-competitive 

pricing. 

This Commission Is charged with the regulation of public utilities that are granted the 

exclusive franchise to provide service in a particular territory. While the proposed merger 

would result in KPL providing both gas and electric service to the Wichita area as well as some 

other areas In Kansas, this is not the first time the same entity has provided both gas and 

electric service to an area. Topeka, Manhattan, Salina and other communities are currently 

receiving both gas and electric service from KPL The Commission believes the key to whether a 

single provider of utility service can exercise abusive monopoly power is determined by the 

pricing of those services, and It is the Job of this Commission to regulate the pricing of those 

services. If there Is an abuse of monopoly power In the provision of utility service, it Is 

because this Commission and its staff are not doing its Job. 

2. Effect Qf Nemer on Kansas Economy and Local Communmes 

Applicants argue the merger will create a larger company with increased opportunities. 

Applicants indicate they have promised job protection and made a commitment of no merger

related layoffs. Applicants contend customers, communities, shareholders and employees wlll 

all benefit from the merged company. (Tr. p. 358) Applicants contend the cost savings 

generated by the merger will make the rates for the merged company lower than would 

otherwise be the case and will enhance economic developm1Jnt because locating in the service 

territory will be financially more attractive. (Tr. p. 1310) Applicants believe KPL wlll be a 

stronger company and will continue KGE's programs of special rate provisions for elderly and 

disadvantaged low Income customers. (Tr. p. 653) 

Staff Indicated they reviewed two possible economic effects associated with the merger: 

Possible effects of cutbacks on employment and reductions In the dispersal of wage and salary 

Income; and the possible effects of rate changes on KPL and KGE service area economies. (Tr. 
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pp. 1694·1695) Staff argues the merger results In adverse effacts on the Kansas economy. 

Staff contends that of the net $140 million Applicants claim In cost savings during the first five 

years of the merger. $76.1 million would occur through reductions In personnel costs. Staff 

argues these employee reductions will harm the Kansas economy because they will not be offset 

by a corresponding reduction In rates. Staff projects the net loss to the Kansas economy from 

employment reductions and secondary Impacts of lost jobs to be between $15 million and $17.5 

million In salary and wage income. Staff argues this economic loss only compounds the financial 

concerns and demonstrates the merger does not promote the public Interest. (Staff br. at.35) 

Applicants argue that from the model used by staff, elimination of any jobs, no matter 

how redundant, unnecessary or wasteful, would harm the Kansas economy. (Apps. br. at 43) 

Applicants contend the creation of jobs in Kansas should not be achieved through an Inefficient 

utility Infrastructure. Applicants argue the public Interest demands that utility services be 

provided as eff'1elently as possible and the proposed merger Is more eff'1elent than either two 

separate companies or a combination of KGE and any other utility. (Apps. br. at 44) Applicants 

contend staffs study incfJCates that the reduction In jobs occasioned by combining the companies 

has a greater negative Impact on the Kansas economy than the corresponding positive Impact of 

the proposed Initial rate reduction. (Tr. p. 1945) Applicants contend the implication that 

Improved efficiency In the rendition of utility service Is not. good for Kansas Is disturbing. 

Applicants urge the Commission not to consider such an unrealistic post1Jre. (Tr. p. 1945) 

The City of Wichita (Wichita) expressed concerns regarding the effect of the proposed 

merger on KGE's existing franchise agreements. Wichita contends the current franchise 

agreement was granted to KGE In 1982 for a 20-year period. (Wichita br. at 3) Wichita 

contends the franchise fees are a significant factor In funding the City's operations and It needs 

stability In these revenues. (Wichita br. at 4) Wichita argues the merged company must be In 

a poshion to meet the obligations of the existing franchise agreements, especially in light of the 
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terms of the merger that require KGE to keep Its headquarters In Wichita for only three years. 

Wichita contends the Commission must take this Into consideration when determining conditions 

to be placed on the merger. (Wichita br. at 5) Wichita also contends that KGE has been a good 

corporate citizen and an asset In the community of Wichita. They express concerns regarding 

the Impact of the merger on communications and civic participation. (Tr. p. 1908) Wiehita 

contends that while there Is no legal requirement for community Involvement on the part or 

utilities. such involvement ls in the best interest of the State of Kansas. Wichita contends any 

conditions imposed on the merger should not hamper such activity. (Wichita br. at 6) 

Applicants Indicated that with the cost savings and personnel reductions they did not 

anticipate taking resources away from Wichita. Applicants indicated they would continue the 

same level of community support and Involvement in Wichita. (Tr. p. 648) 

The Commission finds that the merger as conditioned will have a posltive impact on the 

economy and local communities. Staffs concerns regarding the negative Impact of possible 

employee reductions without a corresponding rate reduction has been addressed · by the 

Commission's imposition of rate refunds for not only KGE customers, but KPL gas .llfld aictric 

customers as well. These refunds will counteract any potential adverse impact from labor force 

reductions. Additionally, the Commission believes the policy of this State Is that utilities .should 

always strive to Increase efficiency in providing safe, reliable utmty service. Where 

synergies are available In the overlapping service territories, the Commission belleves 

Applicants should act to capture those savings. 

The Commission believes the merger as conditioned will provide for a financially stable 

utility that will be able to meet all existing agreements, Including franchise agreements, that 

currently exist. The Commission has taken specific action to impose condlliona that H believe, 

will serve to relieve some of the financial pressure that existed under Appflcants' proposal. 

Nor does the Commission believe it has Imposed any conditions that would prevent the merged 
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company from continuing its participation in civic activities in the towns and cities located 

within its service territory. 

3. Effect ot Merge['.s corporate Structure oo Kee Jurisdiction 

Applicants propose that following the merger, electric operations of KGE will be 

conducted through a wholly-owned subsidiary of KPL. (Apps. br. at 39) Applicants indicate 

that KPL and KGE now exist as separate corporations and power sales between the two are 

wholesale transactions and made In accordance with FERC tariffs. Applicants argue that KGE's 

status as a KPL subsidiary would not change the nature of these inter-corporate transactions to 

either enhance or reduce the Commission's jurisdiction. Applicants contend the Commission 

would have the same juriscflCtion it now possesses to determine the prudence of either KGE's or 

KPL's conduct in purchasing energy or capacity from the other. (Apps. br. at 40) Applicants 

contend that while KPL Initially anticipated that KGE would become a KPL division, to satisfy 

requirements of obligation bonds issued in conjunction with the sale and leaseback of. KG E's 

interest In LaCygne 2 and to meet KPL's existing indenture requirements, KGE must Initially be 

established as a wholly-owned subsidiary corporation. Applicants argue that If KGE were 

initially to become a division of KPL. either the sale and leaseback facility or all KPL's mortgage 

bonds could. have to be refinanced Immediately, at the option of the bondholders. (Apps. br. at 

40-41) Applicants contend the subsidiary structure was not proposed to reduce the 

Commission's jurisdiction over power supply transactions between Applicants or avoid 

Commission review of their Joint dispatch operations. Applicants contend they fully anticipate 

comprehensive and continuing examination or merger costs and savings by the Commission. 

(Apps. br. at 41) 

Applicants contend from a day-to-day operating viewpoint, there Is no difference in the 

way the merged company of KPUKGE wlll be operated, I.e., whether It resembles a subsidiary 

Of a division. The same synergies can be achieved regardJess of whether KGE Is a subsidiary or 
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a division. (Tr. pp. 1340-1341) Neither KPL nor KGE desire to avoid KCC review ofthe 

prudence of Joint dispatch operating decisions. (Tr. p. 1343) 

Staff argues the corporate structure chosen by Applicants for the merged company· can 

lead to an erosion of the Commission's authority over retail rates charged by the merged 

company. Staff argues that U.S. Supreme Court precedent establishes that under certain facts, 

FERC's approval of a wholesale seller's price is exclusive and binding on state commissions 

when the wholesale buyer requests retail rate recover,;. {Staff br. at 33) Staff contends that 

because Applicants have proposed to operate the merged company as a single system, Applicants 

may argue that under the legal precedent the Commission is precluded from reviewing Inter

corporate transactions for purposes of setting retail rates. (Staff br. at 34) 

Staff argues the Commission should impose a condition on the merger that preserves its 

authority over retail rates. Staff recommends the most effective method of preserving its 

authority would be to require KGE to be operated as an operating division of KPL rather than a 

separate subsidiary, which would remove power transactions between the two from FERC 

jurisdiction. As an alternative, staff recommends the Commission condition approval of the 

merger on its ability to veto, in advance, the terms and conditions of any wholesale power 

transactions between Applicants. Under this condition, KPL and KGE would be required to agree 

to first submit to the Commission all agreements, contracts or other documents concerning 

transactions between the two, which are to be filed with FERC for approval. Further, 

Applicants would agree not to file any such matters with FERC until they have received the 

Commission's consent. (Staff br. at 58-59) 

Vulcan argues that given the •murky waters• relative to the potential for the 

Commission to lose Jurisdiction with respect to power transactions between KPL and KGE 

subsequent to the merger, the Commission should strictly scrutinize whether the proposed 

corporate structure will Impair the effective regulation by the Commission In the future. 
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Vulcan· proposes the Commission condition the merger by securing the consent of AppUcants lo 

the Commission's Jurisdiction to review the prudence of any decision relating to power 

transactions between KPL and KGE. (Vul. br. at 40-41, 43) 

The Commission finds that a condition is appropriate to preserve its long-term 

ratemaklng authority over the merged company. The Commission is keenly aware of the 

potential for federal preemption of state regulation and has recognized such concerns in 

previous proceedings.& Additionally, the Commission cannot ignore the action taken by KGE in 

previous proceedings where they sought appeal of the decision of the Kansas Court Appeals on 

grounds that the Commission could not engage in ratemaking adjustments involving transactions 

approved by FERC for purposes of setting retail rates.6 Vulcan's description of the legal 

precedent as •murky waters• is appropriate. Moreover, it would be unconscionable for the 

Commission to approve a transaction where the Commission's approval had the effect of 

impairing its authority to establish rates for retail customers. The Commission believes such 

action would constitute a breach of its legislative mandate to ensure that utility customers pay 

only just and reasonable rates. 

To preserve the Commission's full authority over retail ratemaking, the Commission 

finds it Is appropriate to approve the proposed merger on the condition that the corporate status 

of KGE as a wholly-owned subsidiary of KPL lasts no longer than January 1, 1995, except upon 

a showing by the Applicants and.a finding by the Commission that good cause exists to continue 

s See the Commission's order in the Matter of the General Investigation Upon the 
Commission's Own Motion to Establish General Policies With Regard to Purchased Natural Gas, 
Docket No. 106,850-U, order issued October 13, 1989. The Commission reviewed the state of 
the law regarding federal preemption of state regulation and determined It was preempted from 
disallowing pass-through of certain FERC approved take-or-pay gas costs. 

6 See Kansas Gas and Electric Company v. State Corporation Commission of the State of 
Kansas, Case No. 90-984, petition for writ of certiorari denied June 17, 1991. 
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the subsidiary status of KGE. At or before that time, KGE shall become a division of KPL. The 

condition will not Impair the potential for synergies as the evidence before the Commission was 

that synergies were achievable regardless of the corporate structure of the merger. 

Additionally, the condition also satisfies Applicants' concerns regarding mortgage bonds and 

indenture requirements associated with the sale and leaseback of KGE's interest in LaCygne 2. 

Moreover, the condition addresses the future problem of the Commission's impaired retail 

ratemaking authority stemming from federal preemption of state regulation. 

4. Effect of the Merger oo KPL Gas customers 

Applicants Indicated that with this merger, KPL electric and gas customers will not 

realize any immediate rate relief, but over time their rates should be lower than they otherwise 

would be as a result of efficiencies created by the merger. (Tr. p. 518) Applicants also 

indir.ated that the merger would have no effect on KPL's gas line replacement program now under 

way. (Tr. p. 520) 

MGUA expressed concerns that the merged company would be left In such a flnanciru!y 

precarious position, that claims for increases in natural gas rates will result. MGUA also 

expresses concerns that KPL will be financially unable to complete its safety-related 

distribution main replacement program for its gas service. (MGUA br. at 2) MGUA argues the 

Commission can resolve these concerns by either denying the merger or conditioning approval 

of the merger upon terms that adequately protect natural gas customers of KPL MGUA contends 

that the Commission can ensure that KPL's natural gas operations are not adversely affected by 

merger-related activities by establishing a base financial status and a presumption that all post· 

merger cost increases and financial changes that result In increased expenses or Increased 

overall costs of capital are results of the merger. MGUA argues the presumption could be 

rebutted If KPL could show by clear and convincing evidence that cost increases or detrimental 

changes to KPL's cost of money result from non-merger related factors. MGUA also suggests 
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that the establishment of any base case must predate the two most recent rate case filings, so 

that the presumption would apply to revenue requirement requests made in those· two cases. 

(MGUA br. at 3-4) 

MGUA also argues natural gas customers of KPL have had a substantial role in the pre

merger financial status of KPL. which has permitted KPL's management and shareholders to 

seek this perceived corporate opportunity. MGUA contends KPL's natural gas customers should 

have an allocated share of any benefits that result from tilfl! merger based upon the proportionate 

share of the natural gas revenues to KPL's total revenues. MGUA argues such a condition .would 

assure an equitable sharing of merger benefits for KPL's natural gas customers. (MGUA br. at 

6) 

The Commission agrees that the proposed merger should not disadvantage KPL's current 

electric and gas customers. Moreover, the Commission finds that these customers should also 

share in the immediate benefits of rate refunds. As such, the Commission has imposed the 

condition that all electric retail ratepayers of KPL receive rate refunds as set out above. 

Additionally, the Commission has frozen retail gas rates until 1995. Both of these conditions 

serve to address MGUA's concerns. 

The Commission Is likewise concerned that the merger not adver~ly affect the progress 

of the pipeline safety programs that KPL has undertaken pursuant to the Commission's 

directives. For that reason, the rate moratorium imposed by the Commission does not Include 

natural gas rates currently under consideration In Docket Nos. 176,716-U and 176,268-U. 

The level of rates required by KPL to proceed with Its pipeline safety program wlU be taken up 

in those proceedings. The Commission's condition alleviates this concern expressed by MGUA. 

s. Effect at Merger on ReHabHity and Safety 

The evidence before the Commission was that the merger would not adversely affect the 

reliability and safety of the electric systems. Staff indicated the post-merger combined 
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availability of the KPL and KGE generation units, plus a larger pool of generation to call upon, 

should resuH In either no change or an improvement in the reliability of the merged company's 

generating system. (Tr. p. 156) Staff also indicated that the merger will have no significant 

effect on the reliability of the transmission system. (Tr. p. 156) 

The evidence also indicated that the merger would provide significant environmental 

benefits over the long term, but neither staff nor Applicants quantified these benefits. (Tr. p. 

1554) Staff indicated society In general will benefit environmentally as a result of the merger 

In at least three ways: 1) fuel savings result in less air pollution; 2) fewer solid waste 

disposal problems; and 3) coal conservation. (Tr. p. 161) 

The Commission finds the merger will have no adverse impact on the reliability or 

safety of the electric systems and will promote the public interest by providing long-term 

environmental benefits. 

E. OTHER CONDmONS ON THE MERGER 

1. Treatment of Capital Costs Jn future Bate cases 

The Commission cannot overlook the potential for failure when it exists and when 

Applicants fail to even analyze the potential for increased costs. The risk that savings do not 

materialize ls a significant risk and one that the Commission finds should be borne by 

shareholders. Likewise, any Increased capital costs resulting from the merger should likewise 

be borne by shareholders. 

The Commission has Imposed conditions to limit recovery of the AP to a specified range of 

savings and extended the amortization period. These conditions have the effect of lowering the 

annual amortization levels and thereby the threshold level of savings from the merger. These 

conditions serve to reduce the risk that sufficient savings do not materialize. However, the risk 

still exists and the Commission believes the further condition of limiting recovery of capital 

costs is necessary to protect ratepayers from bearing these costs. 
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2. Treatment of I@o!iactioo costs in Future Rate Cases 

Applicants will Incur signHicant levels of transaction costs to bring about the merger. 

The estimated $20 million In transaction fees is made up of a variety of items, which Applicants 

claim are a necessary part of the costs for KPL to complete acquisition of KGE. Of that figure, 

Applicants propose that $1 o million be included ln the AP and $1 O million be recorded as an 

asset deferred and amortized over a frve-year period. (Tr. pp. 1047-1048, 2023) Applicants 

contend the cost of the short-term debt is a cost of servica item. All $20 million constitutes 

transaction costs Incurred btf KPL. according to Applicants, but only $1 O million is associated 

with the credit facility and Is accounted for differently. (Tr. pp. 2024-2025) Of the $20 

million, the credit facility costs of $1 o million are capitalized and therefore do not increase the 

AP. 

In addition to the transaction costs incurred 17/ KPL are the costs incurred by KGE in Its 

defense against the hostile KCPL tender offer as well as in connection with KPL's friendly offer. 

Through Fetwva,y 1991. the expenses incurred by KGE related to the KCPL tender offer were 

$6 mllUon and the expenses associated with the KPL merger agreement were $1.4 million, for a 

total of $7.4 million. {Tr. p. '470) It is the position of Applicants that the merger-related 

expenses should be treated as a bumess expense. KGE feels that the expenses associated with 

the tendef offer made by KCPL should be above the line and recovered from ratepayers, but they 

are uncertain how expenses for Hems such as Public Relations should be treated. (Tr. p. 472) 

The potential tor additional administrative costs also exists. As part of the agreement, 

KPL will provide for the Indemnification of KGE officers and directors for any llability, and will 

vest the benefits of KGE's directors under their deferred compensation program. This makes H 

possible for the directors to Increase their actual benefits with no additional cost to the 

company. {Tr. p. 417) The agreement also contains a severance plan for KGE employees and 

executives that are terminated within 36 months aher a change In control of the company. (Tr. 
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pp. 417-418) As a result of these labor termination expenses, Applicants could Incur possibly 

$12 million In additional costs associated with the merger. Applicants contend these costs 

should also be recovered above the line from ratepayers. (Tr. p. 469, 473) 

Staff recommended the Commission not implicitly approve all related transaction costs 

associated with effectuating the merger, including those Incurred by KGE In Its defense against 

the KCPL offer. Staff argues that during hearing, various concerns were raised that some of the 

transaction costs may be costs that are traditionally be!ow-the-line costs or otherwise not 

reasonable or prudent. Staff contends that because they and other parties have not had an 

opportunity to examine all such costs in detail and some of these costs are not yet finalized, the 

Commission should expressly reserve its authorily to consider the reasonableness and prudence 

of these costs in the first rate proceeding subsequent to the merger. (Staff br. at 59-60) 

Industrial Consumers argue ratepayers, unlike shareholders, had no input Into the 

decision to merge and should not be burdened with any portion of the $20 million in transaction 

costs. Industrials recommend that no transaction costs be included in the AP nor as an expense 

Item of cost of service. (Ind. br. at 54) Wichita also argues the transaction costs Incurred in 

consummating the merger should not be borne by ratepayers. (Wichita br. at 3) 

The Commission finds that the transaction costs incurred to consummate the merger may 

be costs that result In benefits to both ratepayers and shareholders under the merger as 

conditioned. As such, these costs should be borne by both ratepayers and shareholders. 

Furthermore, the Commission has historically determined that utilities are able to recover only 

prudently Incurred. and reasonable costs. As such, only prudently incurred and reasonable costs 

will be eligible to be recovered from ratepayers. This proceeding did not Involve detailed 

analysis by the parties of the prudence and reasonableness of the transaction costs and because 

the merger has not been completed, the specific levels of transaction costs are unknown. As 

such, the Commission finds It appropriate to preserve its determination on this issue until the 
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first post-merger rate proceeding where the parties traditionally consider the prudence and 

reasonableness of costs incurred by utilities and the method of recovering such prudently 

Incurred costs from ratepayers. 

a. Cost AtJocatiQn Methodology 

Applicants recognize that there Is a substantial difference In rates between KPL and KGE 

electric customers. Applicants do not propose to commingle these rates and they argue the 

merger does not require commingling of rates. Applicants contend that to properly allocate 

costs and savings fairly. a detailed cost of service study is required. Applicants contend that no 

cost allocation study. either to be proposed or In existence today. will perfectly allocate costs to 

those for whom the costs were incurred. However, Applicants believe the cost savings 

allocations are not unworkable. (Tr. p. 2018) Applicants adopt CURB'S recommendation for 

workshops to discuss and determine appropriate cost allocation methodologies. (Apps. br. at 

45) Applicants argue the fact that costs are estimated and not definite does not preclude a sound 

cost allocation within the context of a cost of service determination. (Tr. p. 2019) 

CURB contends that If the Commission approves the merger, the Commission should 

Immediately Initiate an Investigation to search for an appropriate cost allocation methodology. 

(CURB br. at 3) CURB argues that one area of risk for ratepayers stems from cost allocation. 

CURB contends that under Applicants' proposal, total savings equal less than two percent (20k) 

of total revenue requirements by 1996. Consequently, some mechanism needs to be put in place 

to fairly allocate the remaining 98 percent of revenues. CURB contends that allocation of these 

costs can have a much greater Impact on Inter-ratepayer equity and fairness than the ultimate 

disposal of savings. (CURB br. at 36) 

CURB contends there Is a significant differential between current KGE and KPL cost 

structures and the average cost of electricity Is considerably higher on the KGE system and Is 

expected to stay that way for the foreseeable future. CURB argues a complex cost allocation 
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system will be necessary if all ratepayers are to be shielded from merger-created rate 

Increases. (CURB br. at 36-37) 

Industrial Consumers argue rates in Kansas should continue to be cost based and 

combining the two companies for ratemaking purposes would have the effect of imposing upon 

KPL ratepayers the higher costs of KGE service. Industrials recommend the Commission 

require KPL and KGE retain their separate identities for ratemaking purposes for at least a ten

year period. (Ind. br. at 54-55) 

Vulcan recommends the Commission condition approval of the merger by requiring KPL 

and KGE to file and have approved cost of service studies, which will include a cost allocation 

methodology and savings allocation methodology based upon the divisional structure advocated by 

Applicants. (Vul. br. at 43) 

The Commission believes that quantifiable costs and benefits from the merger should be 

allocated to the extent possible at this point In time. To that end, the Commission has conditioned 

approval of the merger on KPL and KGE making refunds to its retail ratepayers as set out ebove. 

The Commission agrees with Applicants that a more detailed allocation of costs should be made 

when the information necessary to make such allocation becomes available. Such allocations are 

made during rate cases because that Is the point in time in which cost of service determinations 

are completed. The Commission believes that such an allocation should be made when a cost of 

service study Is completed in the first post-merger rate case. Such a study Is essential In order 

to fairly and equitably allocate not only the cost savings which may result from this merger but 

also the costs of the merger, including the AP, among the various customer groups and 

jurisdictions. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

The KPUKGE margar as proposed is unacceptable because It does not promote the public 

Interest and, as such, is hereby rejected. Even so, a merger between KPL and KGE presents the 

Commission with a rare opportunity to achieve material and significant cost savings. As 

proposed, however, the savings would go primarily to the stockholders of the Applicants and 

very little would flow to consumers. Consequently, the proposed merger will be approved with 

a rigid set of conditions that will work to ensure that custom<t'rs of KPL and KGE receive their 

equitable share of savings generated by the merger. The conditions are as follows: 

1 • The merger will be approved on the condition that KGE and KPL electric rates 

will be frozen until August 1995, subject to changes for extraordinary events 

such as those described In condition No. 5 below. 

2. The merger wllJ be approved on the condition that KPL gas rates will be frozen 

until August 1995, subject to changes for extraordinary events such a,s those 

described in condition No. 5 below. However, the moratorium shall not apply !o 

Docket Nos. 176,716-U and 176,268-U, nor to rates ordered and approved by 

the Commission resulting from safety Improvements subsequent to the issuance 

of this order. 

3. The merger will be approved on the condition that KGE and KPL retail electric 

customers receive cash refunds as follows: $8.5 million as soon as the merger is 

effective; $8.5 million in December 1993; $15 million in September 1994. 

Total refunds will amount to $32 million. Refunds shall be allocated between the 

companies based upon their operating revenues. Fifty-five percent of the 

respective resulllng amounts shall then be allocated among that company's 

customer classes based on usage during the most practicable recent twelve month 
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period, and forty-five percent allocated on a per-customer basis, except that no 

refunds shall be paid to customers of either company taking service under special 

rate contracts a;:iproved by the Commission. 

4. The merger will be approved on the condition that KPL will be limited to 

recovery of an AP to the extent of reasonably anticipated merger-generated 

savings adopted by the Commission, $312 million. The merger-generated 

savings adopted by the Commission was approximately $318 million which 

translates to an offer price recoverable out of merger-generated savings of 

$29.50/share. Recovery of the annual amortization shall come only from 

merger-generated savings and ratepayers shall bear no risk for the premium and 

will not make up any shortfall in savings. 

5. The merger tracking system proposed by Applicants Is rejected. The merger will 

be approved on the condition that Applicants implement a simplified measuring 

mechanism for merger savings. The mechanism shall consist of the following: A 

pre-merger base year commencing on July 1, 1989, and concluding on June 30, 

1990, for operation and maintenance costs (excluding depreciation, taxes, fuel, 

purchased gas and purchased power or similar Items) of KPL and KGE shall be 

established and annually adjusted by the consumer price Index for urban cities or 

another appropriate Index which is mutually agreed to by staff and the Applicants 

and adjusted for changes in government edicts, laws, regulatory requirements 

and other extraordinary events that significantly affect Applicants and which 

they can demonstrate is beyond their reasonable control and not reflected In the 

index. The difference remaining between the adjusted pre-merger base year 

levels and the actual cost of service for the merged company will have the 

rebuttable presumption of being merger-generated savings. 
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6. The Commission will approve the merger on the condition that merger-related 

savings In excess of the annual amortization of the AP shall be shared between 

ratepayers and shareholders on a 50/50 basis after taxes are paid beginning 

August 1995. All merger savings other than SO percent of the savings above the 

allowed amortization will be excluded from cost of service fn determining 

whether or not the merged company Is earning their allowed return. 

7. The merger fs approved on the condition thai ~11,s AP shall be amortized over a 40-

year period cummenclng August 1995. Annual amortization of the AP will. occur 

only out of merger savings. 

8. The Commission approves Applicants' reques1 to adjust the depreciation rate for 

the Jeffrey Energy Center to be calculated on a 40-year basis. The new 

depreciation rate shall become effective after 30 days from the date of this order. 

9. The Commission directs staff to Initiate a separately·docketed proceeding to 

consider the elimination of Applicants' energy cost adjustment clause. The 

Commission directs staff to Initiate a separately docketed proceeding to consider 

the elimination of Applicants' energy cost adjustment clauses, under the 

following guidelines. KPL shareholders will assume the risk of not acNeving fuel 

savings from joint dispatch during the moratorium period. Ukewfae, any fuel 

savings actually achieved during that period will go to ,he shareholders. 

Ratepayers are guaranteed merger benefits during this period by virtue of the 

moratorium and the ordered refunds. In arriving at appropriate fuel costs to 

incJude In KPL and KGE's rates. In lieu of their energy cost adjustment clauses, 

average actual historical generating plant operating statistics since Wolf Creek 

commenced commercial operation in September 1985, and estimated fuel and 

fuel transportation costs during the moratorium period are to be used. 
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It should be noted that many of the conditions set forth above are efforts to achieve a fair 

and reasonable balance between the Applicants• requirements for a successful merger and the 

interests of ratepayl'ns in receiving reasonable benefits from the merger. Of most importance, 

however. is the Commission's continuing duty to ensure that utility rates are Just and 

reasonable. If the various conditions we have set forth above, either singly or in combination 

with one another, appear to result in unreasonable or unjust rates, the Commission will not 

hesitate to modify or revoke that condition or otherwise act to ensure that rates are reasonable 

and that neither Applicants nor ratepayers receive unwarranted benefits or detriments. 

rr IS, THEREFORE. BY THE COMMISSION ORDERED THAT: 

The merger shall be approved subject to the conditions set forth above and as further set 

out in the txx:ly of the order. In addition: 

1 • KPL shall be allowed to incur certain debt obligations necessary to complete the 

proposed transactions and to provide working capital for the combined companies following the 

merger. Said authorization shall permit KPL to secure financing of up to $600 million do!!ars 

($600,000,000) to be provided by Chemical Bank from a secured bank loan facility. 

2. KPL shall be authorized to Issue common stock and to deliver up to $434 million 

($434,000,000) of the proceeds to holders of KGE common stock. 

3. KPL shall be allowed to acquire the capital stock of KGE and merge KGE, except 

upon a showing by the Applicants and a finding by the Commission that good cause exists to 

continue the subsidiary status of KGE. KPL shall report to the Commission within six months of 

the date of issue of this order on Its progress in eliminating the subsidiary status of KGE. 

4. Pursuant to K.S.A. 66· 136 and 66-1, 170, .e.t leQ.., the franchises granted to KGE 

by the municipalities in which it now provides electric service shall be transferred to the KGE 

subsidiary of KPL and the KGE subsidiary shall retain the authority previously granted by the 

Commission to KGE to provide retail electric service in KGE's existing service territory. Said 
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franchises sha11· .. remaln with KGE's·.operating division ln·January 1995; wtien,t<G~;ci~{tobe 
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a subsidiary of KPL and becomes an operating division of KPL ORDER MAILED . 

Ut)V'f.5)~{/••:··· 

IOV. 1 51991 
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